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ABSTRACT

Dynamic queries interfaces provide a powerful and fun way to search information. Using this technique with a faceted navigation can be very effective for academic researchers who are often engaged in exploratory searches. Facets can play an important role in helping the user understand an information space better. Dynamic queries techniques make the search results immediate and the interaction uninterrupted and focused. They can contribute to the user’s understanding of the researched topic(s). Furthermore, they are more playful because users directly manipulate controls and the results are displayed through transition animations, which bring the process closer to a game experience (e.g., moving a slider that rearranges the available products).

The study compares for the first time (to the researcher’s knowledge) regular faceted search to dynamic queries specifically for academic content. Two academic search engines were developed and compared: a regular faceted interface and a dynamic queries interface. Several strengths and weaknesses were identified in both systems. The dynamic queries prototype has the potential to deliver a greater experience with the appropriate back-end technology and design considerations discussed in this thesis.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Academic search has changed immensely with the advancement of new technologies such as the Internet. Information has become widely available through free and online databases. This has created a dramatic increase of the use of online resources and declining use of physical libraries (Niu, Hemminger, & Lown, 2010).

Changes in the research process and advances in web search have created a trend where students and faculty have come to expect immediacy when looking for information related to their studies. They want to have the ability to instantaneously see results and bring up the content item (Niu, Hemminger, & Lown, 2010). Online search tools are also very attractive to scholars because of their ease of use. However, their use is not so suitable for users with ill-defined information needs, as is often the case with people in academia. Researchers’ main goals are primarily to gain a deeper understanding of the topic of interest, as well as to form hypotheses that require further studies. In this type of search process, exploration and learning are major factors.

The goal of the presented thesis is to investigate new and existing interaction techniques that can facilitate online academic literature exploration. Chapter 2 reviews published research related to library and web resources and their use. It also looks at several studies of established and more unconventional interaction techniques that can improve scholarly searches. The literature review focuses on the following questions:

1. What are current search methods that support exploratory search?
2. What other interaction techniques are there to improve search efficiency and the user experience of scholarly researchers?

It was found that *faceted search* interfaces are prevalent in online information access systems, and specifically for e-commerce (Tunkelang, 2009). This type of search is also implemented in some online library systems. A faceted interface combines keywords entry and browsing through the use of a faceted navigation. It allows users to progressively refine their queries and also learn more about the explored topic(s) by providing an overview of the information (Tunkelang, 2009; Dörk, Carpendale, Collins, & Williamson, 2008).

Another technique explored in Chapter 2 is called *dynamic queries*. It is a new form of interaction that has the potential to improve faceted interfaces for scholarly searches. Dynamic queries give the user the ability to formulate queries rapidly and in a playful way by using widgets and viewing immediate results (Shneiderman, 1994). In addition, dynamic queries continuously update the search results when users manipulate the interface, which establishes a sense of control over the database (Shneiderman, 1994). The discovery of this interaction style through review of the literature raised the following research questions:

1. How effective is dynamic queries search interaction compared to regular faceted search interaction in delivering results and helping the learning process?

2. Does dynamic queries search interaction improve the user experience for academic searchers?

To answer these questions, two prototypes of a library search interface were developed and tested with subjects. Both systems use facets and keywords. However,
Interface One is based on dynamic queries interaction, while Interface Two implements a traditional approach to faceted search. Chapter 3 of this thesis describes the methods used to conduct the study. In Chapter 4 the results are displayed and discussed. Finally, Chapter 5 analyzes and concludes the study, in addition to charting future directions for this research.
CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Demands and Expectations of Academic Researchers

Academic research has changed dramatically with the advancement of new technologies like the Internet. In the past, researchers relied almost solely on the physical libraries to find resources pertinent to their studies. They browsed books, journals, magazines, and consulted with librarians. This process might have been rewarding but it took a significant amount of time.

The Internet, this vast network of connected computers and almost infinite sources of information, has become an incredible force that has also impacted academic research. In a study at Carnegie Mellon University, interviews with graduate students confirm this phenomenon (George, Bright, & Hurlbert, 2006). The study discovered that the Internet was the primary search source for a majority of graduate students and most notably business majors (91%). The web was considered “extremely useful” and a primary search tool. Another survey of faculty and staff at Cornell University from 2003 found that a majority of participants (73%) were using the web for searches on a daily basis and half as many used library websites (Poland, 2004). In 2003 and 2004, a survey of more than 25,000 students, faculty, and staff also identified that a large number of researchers used Internet search engines in their studies (60-67%).

The Carnegie Mellon University study discovered that one of the main reasons why students are using physical library resources less, according to participants, is their preference for convenience, especially when they need something instantly (George, Bright, & Hurlbert, 2006). Hur-Li Lee also confirms students’ choice of convenience (Lee, 2008). A
majority of students in her study indicated that an Internet search is usually their first step into the search process (Lee, 2008). Participants also preferred Internet searches because no physical trip or browsing of shelves was required from them. They could just do it conveniently from their home.

It can be argued that students and researchers today have become accustomed to the convenience of online sources and take it for granted. They plan their time and execution of research with that in mind. In other words, spending time looking at books and journals in the library is no longer something on the agenda for many people in academia. This can explain the demand by many students for more electronic delivery of research materials. Receiving digital copies of literature was also indicated as top choice by the Cornell University student survey (Poland, 2004). This furthers the idea that technology and the Internet have become not only a convenience but also an expectation.

Contrary to popular belief, the survey described by Lippincott and Kyrillidou, shows that faculty use web search engines as much, and even more, than students (Lippincott & Kyrillidou, 2004). This finding suggests that the overwhelming use of Internet search engines is not isolated to students who have grown up with the technology, but is an overarching phenomenon. It can be argued that it is the qualities and nature of the search engines, and not generational aspects, that stimulate their use. That brings up the question, what are the qualities, besides ease of access, that attract users to web search engines?

2.2 Web Search Engines and Ease of Use

One of the key features of web search engines is their ease of use, which is one of the primary reasons for their popularity among users. Most sites like Google, and more recently
Google Scholar, offer users a simple interface (a text search box) that is at the same time very powerful in retrieving data.

Lee's interviews with undergraduate students pointed to ease of use as a big plus of Internet search engines, and specifically Google (Lee, 2008). Students were generally dissatisfied with library tools for online search. They found them confusing because of their complexity. The complexity, as established by Capra, Marchionini, & Oh (2007), is caused by the constant growth of information from online resources available through the libraries. This increase poses great challenges to organizing the information. While physical libraries have spatial boundaries to structure data (rooms, shelves), digital libraries do not. Therefore, library interfaces become cluttered and hard to use (Capra, Marchionini, & Oh, 2007). Google and other web search engines, on the other hand, are much simpler and offer an easy to use alternative to students.

Google Scholar, as described by Ettinger, gives the user the simplicity that is so commonly referred to when speaking of Google, and the notion that scholarly content is being retrieved (Ettinger, 2008). It is almost as if Scholar gives users that extra confirmation that the results come from reliable resources. People feel “safe” using content obtained through the search engine.

In the study described by Tanya Cothran, which surveyed the graduate population at University of Minnesota, participants rated Google Scholar's ease of use high (Cothran, 2011). They considered the interface to be clean and simple. Subjects in her study also perceived Scholar to be useful. They believed that the search engine helps them in their research.
York identifies that a majority of searchers prefer to use Google and Google Scholar for discovering topics and ideas (York, 2005). However, they still rely on library resources, such as library databases, to obtain trustworthy materials. But the simplicity and speed of Scholar gives it an edge and makes it preferable for students and faculty when they have the “desire to explore and survey information.” (York, 2005)

As studies show, library institutions are still considered relevant and are in use by students and faculty. In the study by George and colleagues, most graduate students (78%) relied on the university library databases along with Internet searches (George, Bright, & Hurlbert, 2006). Jamali & Asadi (2010) show that the vast majority of students prefer to use article index databases when searching for scholarly articles in particular. Libraries provide reliable scholarly materials and all the resources needed to conduct research: journal and magazine subscriptions, books, article database subscriptions, etc. The resources are numerous, so why don't researchers take advantage of them?

2.3 Challenges with Online Library Resources

In the study by Lee (2008) participants pointed to the online version of their library as their second choice of resource searching but also expressed their dissatisfaction with the large amounts of resources and tools it offered. The abundance of information and the countless channels of academic materials can make it really overwhelming for a searcher, especially somebody lacking the experience of scholarly search. In the same study, students were very critical of the complexity of the library tools and services. There was much confusion about indexing databases: what those are, how to use them, which ones to use.

Online libraries of higher education institutions offer a lot of article databases to
cover all researchers’ needs. However, most of those are very specific to a field of study. PsycINFO, for example, contains resources mainly about the areas of psychology and human-computer interaction. For technology and engineering, researchers might use ACM's Digital Library, EBSCO, etc. These databases, while highly rich in literature related to the represented fields, limit the searcher to the specific area of study.

Web search engines, however, search across a variety of resources. The interviews conducted by Jamali & Asadi (2010) showed that one of the most valued benefits of Google as a search engine is that it is not limited to a specific research domain. It indexes everything that is available online. Interviewed students also pointed out they considered the search engine a good “point to start”. For the most part they agree that it gives them a quick overview of an area that they may not know much about. Moreover, if searchers use Google Scholar, they will receive results that index everything containing the keywords entered in the search box. Scholar conducts a federated search across multiple databases. Arguably, as Ettinger (2008) demonstrates, using the search engine can produce better results. They may provide more inter-disciplinary results by spanning multiple areas of study.

Libraries and database publishers, however, are not standing idle. There are on-going efforts by institutions to deliver search systems to students and faculty that allow for a federated search across all available library resources. A lot of higher education establishments have recently become clients of search systems that aim to do exactly that.

Currently, the market for fully integrated library search solutions is fairly rich. Aquabrowser (Fig 2.1) is a customizable library search engine solution and in 2010 it was used by over 800 libraries worldwide. Encore (Fig 2.2) by Innovative Interfaces is another
library search engine service, which promises to integrate “everything the library has to offer”. Endeca's technologies (Fig 2.3) are being used by a wide variety of e-commerce industries but have also been adopted by research institutions like North Carolina State University. Ex Libris' Primo (Fig 2.4) promises to be a one stop shop for “delivery of all local and remote scholarly information resources, including books, journals, articles, images, and other digital content.” (Nagy, 2011)

Figure 2.1. AquaBrowser on the Queens Library website.
Figure 2.2. Encore on the Grand Valley State University website.

Figure 2.3. Endeca on the NCSU Libraries website.
Along with companies developing library solutions, there have also been some open source efforts in this market. VuFind, released by Villanova University, is an open source library search solution that has been adopted by many institutions around the world (Nagy, 2011). All of these solutions have their unique features but one thing they have in common is they all use a combination of lookup (typing keywords in a search box) and browsing interaction. The benefits and challenges of this search method are in the focus of the presented thesis.

2.4 Lessons Learned from Google Scholar

Part of this thesis research aims at discovering what academic search tools are most popular among students and faculty, what makes them popular, but also what limitations they
pose on scholars. Google and Google Scholar, as noted previously in this chapter, are among the most popular choices because of their ease of use and ability to retrieve results related to multiple disciplines. Unlike Google, Google Scholar provides users with more scholarly content. Scholar's team claims it indexes major academic research sources, but their indexing techniques have not been disclosed. Ettinger indicates the lack of transparency in the inclusion criteria for the content. This is also the criticism of most library scholars about the search engine (Ettinger, 2008).

Aside from this, Scholar is quite powerful and considered a great tool especially in the beginning of the research process to “see what's out there”. But is the search engine savvy enough to support some academic research “heavy-lifting”? The simplicity of Google Scholar is its advantage but can also be seen as its downfall. The main action available is entering keywords into a search box. That is about all the search interaction the user gets. However, relying only on keyword searches is a great limitation. As Ettinger points out, the lack of additional features surprises more advanced searchers and it limits them in their endeavors (Ettinger, 2008). In this sense Scholar is more suitable for quick lookup and “casual” searches than actual in-depth research.

Callicott & Vaughn (2005) argue that Scholar can serve only as an introduction tool for new researchers. Its capabilities are very limited for more advanced searches. Experienced researchers expect to have much more control over the results. Scholar’s lack of “comprehensive search options” is also another reason why some users visit library/scholarly databases where these types of options exist in some form or another (York, 2005). Furthermore, by not providing stronger tools, very often users stop the search and choose to use the obtained results even though the results may be below satisfactory. Callicott and
Vaughn point out that librarians and instructors have observed how students are content with only mediocre results because Scholar discourages thorough search (Callicott & Vaughn, 2005). In the worst case scenarios, the search engine can discourage people from exploring deep into a topic and stimulate instead meager results.

Students confirm their desire to have more advanced tools available to them as part of the search engine in the study by Lee (2008). Some students expressed a need to be able to narrow down results, which is something that is missing in web searches and Google Scholar. Some of the interviews indicated that browsing was very helpful for students when they were not initially familiar with a topic and the task at hand (Lee, 2008). They described their use of classified book stacks in the library for exploring different topics. This type of exploratory browsing is lacking on the web, as search engines do not provide robust tools to support it.

Google Scholar users, without a particular search target, may be forced to constantly refine their keywords because of the lack of more sophisticated search options. This in the end may not yield very satisfying results. Such lookup mode of search interaction is perfect for obtaining quick facts and it yields precise results, if the query string used in the search box is very refined (in library circles, this type of information retrieval is called “known-item”). Most researchers, however, especially in the beginning phases of research, want to explore the information space to form their hypothesis. They are in exploratory search mode, which is discussed below.

2.5 Exploratory Search

A lookup action is not suitable for solving complex search problems, where it is necessary to look at several different view points/materials to get a better picture of a
problem. It is also hard to conduct a search in this way, if one is not familiar with the knowledge domain and/or is unsure about his/her goals. However, this type of interaction, as stated previously in this literature review, is widespread on the web (Google, Yahoo!, Bing) and has become the standard (White & Roth, 2009). People have come to equate “search” on the web (and on a computer in general), as using a search box and keywords.

Marchionini argues that the lookup search action is a “turn-taking” model: the user inputs a query of keywords, hits “enter” and waits for the system to respond with related results (Marchionini, 2006). If the retrieved items are not relevant or more resources are needed, the user repeats the action until the search goal is achieved. Marchionini points out that there is a need for a better model, where the user is much more involved and in control of the search process (Marchionini, 2006).

Lookup actions retrieve documents that are well-structured but only answer direct questions, such as “what” happened “where” and “who” was involved (Marchionini, 2006). Lookup tasks are appropriate when the goal of the search is well-defined (Capra, Marchionini, & Oh, 2007). The results can be highly accurate. However, lookup actions become insufficient when the goal of the search is a deeper understanding of an issue or an area of study, where the questions become “how” something happened and “why” it happened (Marchionini, 2006).

In exploratory search, finding a specific piece of information is not the main goal. Rather, it is to build knowledge about the subject/topic. When users are involved in this type of search, they experience “more complex cognitive processes” (Capra, Marchionini, & Oh, 2007). Users analyze, synthesize, and compare the information to build their understanding
Wildemuth & Freund (2012) describe exploration as the “investigation and examination of something in order to learn about it and make discoveries.” This is also valid for exploratory search, where the user “investigates” and “examines” the information space in order to “discover” and “learn” about new topics/subjects related to his/her final search goals. The authors point out that “learning” and “investigation” are the primary goals of exploratory search, which is confirmed by the information retrieval community.

Searching to learn is far more complex than lookup. As Marchionini (2006) points out, it requires multiple attempts at querying and using multiple search tools. In addition, the user needs to analyze and process the retrieved information using critical thinking skills. These “learning” search tasks are best executed when there is an interaction that combines both browsing techniques and lookup search strategies (Marchionini, 2006; White & Roth, 2009).

Academic researchers are a perfect example of a user group where this could prove extremely resourceful. They often have vague or not well-defined ideas about a topic or a research area of interest. Exploratory browsing can help them refine or expand their research. This is also confirmed by previously stated studies where browsing was found very helpful by students when they did not have much knowledge of a topic and/or the assigned task (Lee, 2008).

2.6 Exploratory Search Systems (ESSs)

White & Roth (2009) define the main goals of exploratory search systems (ESSs) as to provide a variety of tools to users to facilitate their learning and investigation during the
search process, and also to guide them in their quest of exploring uncharted territories. In exploratory search, people learn from exposure to the information by exploring collections and the objects within them. Consequently, it is important for an exploratory search system to summarize the information in appropriate categories that can be understood and explored by the user.

Unlike lookup search systems, exploratory search systems are designed to help users with vague information needs. In other words, when a searcher does not know what he/she is looking for, an ESS provides the tools needed to obtain that kind of knowledge. A system of this type gives more power to the searcher by providing interfaces that can be easily manipulated (White & Roth 2009). It supports Marchionini's vision of exploratory search, who advocates for a search model, in which the user is much more involved and in control (Marchionini, 2006). The users can learn and investigate issues and topics that are new to them, which makes the system become an “intelligence amplification” (White & Roth, 2009).

2.6.1 ESS Features

White & Roth (2009) discuss some eight key features for a powerful and successful ESS. For the purposes of this research, features one, two, four, and five were examined. The first focuses on giving users the ability to refine their queries and the ability to do it rapidly. The authors emphasize the importance of designing interactions that allow searchers to narrow down the results, so they can reach more relevant parts of the information space. White and Roth are advocates of the idea of dynamic queries and discuss their great potential, which comes from allowing users to generate and continuously view rapid results
by using visual tools like sliders and filter widgets. White and Roth conclude that dynamic queries can be very beneficial for hypothesis generation by exploring the data simultaneously on “multiple dimensions”.

Another feature they consider essential is a faceted navigation. The facets represent metadata related to the searched objects and can be used to represent the data in a meaningful way. Furthermore, a faceted navigation can help filter desired results and explore the collection. This research explores its use for academic search purposes.

White and Roth (2009) argue for the visual representation of available data. They claim it stimulates searchers’ insight and helps them take the next steps in conducting their exploration. Visual representation is also a factor that was considered for the thesis study by representing the amount of resources available per facet (resource count). In addition, the impact of these features on learning and understanding was examined. White and Roth (2009) identify learning and understanding as primary goals for exploratory searches.

Kules & Shneiderman (2008) describe several design guidelines for future exploratory search systems. Out of the eight main points, several were factors in the thesis research. They emphasize that information lives within a context and it is beneficial for the user to visualize it. One way to do it is by representing the information hierarchy. This can be done by showing category items as children or parents of others in a hierarchical or a breadcrumb navigation. A better understanding of the information space could mean better search results and ultimately, better learning.

Kules & Shneiderman (2008) demonstrate the importance of “tight coupling” of categories and search results. They show that by directly linking the two, searchers see...
results quickly and are able to better understand the meaning of the categories (specifically when the categories use unknown terms) and how the results relate to them. When implementing this feature, Kules and Shneiderman (2008) emphasize the importance of showing what category is selected, so it is not overlooked.

The most widespread version of an exploratory search system is faceted search, which combines both lookup and browsing. This type of search allows the user to narrow down the results through the use of metadata representation of the documents. It supports some of the key features of an ESS described by White & Roth (2009). It also gives the user an idea of what is available to him/her and therefore, improving context awareness, a design guideline which was discussed earlier (Kules & Shneiderman, 2008).

2.6.2 Faceted ESSs

A faceted search interface combines both lookup and browsing interaction. The browsing actions are facilitated by a faceted navigation. Faceted navigation breaks away from rigid information structures and represents the data on multiple levels using metadata. This has the potential to paint a better picture of the data collection, how it is distributed, and how data artifacts relate to one another. Faceted navigation, according to Tunkelang (2009), can guide users through the search process by allowing them to continuously refine their queries by selection instead of constantly entering new keywords.

Facets can classify documents by topic area, author (of an article), time of publication/upload, price (for a product), etc. Facets are a type of metadata organization of information, where data can be stored in multiple “storage bins” (Capra, Marchionini, & Oh, 2007). A document in a physical library can be put in only one spot such as a shelf. In
contrast, its electronic version can be represented by multiple facets, and therefore has multiple ways of reaching it (Capra, Marchionini, & Oh, 2007).

Faceted search has found place in both academia and e-commerce. In e-commerce, in particular, this type of search has a strong following. It has been implemented by many major websites/services like eBay and Amazon. The section below discusses further details about how faceted ESSs are applied to online sales.

2.6.3 Faceted ESSs in E-commerce

Faceted search interaction is highly applicable to e-commerce sites because product attributes can be represented through facets: price, size, weight, etc. (Tunkelang, 2009). Therefore, faceted navigation systems are ubiquitous in electronic sales. One can just look at the two giants, Amazon and eBay, to see how this is implemented and try out its effectiveness.

eBay

eBay is a company whose website allows users to browse, bid, and purchase products. It is extremely popular and relies heavily on search interaction. eBay is a prime example of using faceted navigation combined with a search box.

In its version during the time of writing this thesis, the website displayed the following characteristics. As soon as the user first comes to the site, the homepage displays a prominent search box, as well as a browsing navigation. The visitor is immediately given two choices of search interaction, browsing or keyword search, which stimulates the exploration process. As the user types in a query, a drop-down menu with query suggestions appears (Fig
This is convenient for the searcher, as it may help pinpoint the appropriate information space he/she wants to search. It also helps when the user is not sure about the spelling or about the name of the sought item.

After the query is submitted, the user is sent to a response page. The page layout supports the typical faceted search layout: faceted navigation in a left panel, keyword search box at the top, and result section in the center. This layout, as Tunkelang notes, gives the search results more prominence, and therefore, they are the first thing users notice (Tunkelang, 2009). Each listing in the results section contains an image of the item, item name, auction time, and item price. The faceted navigation displays the following facets: Categories, Format, Condition, Price, and Location. Of these five, only Categories contains links only, the other facets are presented through check boxes or a slider (Fig 2.6).

Figure 2.5. Prominent search box with dynamic keyword generation.
Figure 2.6. eBay facets and results screen.

As the user checks the facets on or off, the results change (expand or contract based on inclusion criteria). The checkable facets act as filters and conveniently show up in the results list as labels. The labels are removable, which allows users to unfilter the displayed data set (Fig 2.7). The Categories facet, its sub-categories and attributes, are represented by links. The system displays the number of items for each category, which gives the user a good overview of the data set (Fig 2.8). This type of overview supports the idea of White & Roth (2009) to represent the data visually to stimulate the searcher's insight.

With each Category facet selection, a drill-down into the data occurs, which is also a desirable feature of an ESS (White & Roth, 2009). The results section displays only items of that category. The selected category is indicated in the faceted navigation and in the search.
bar but there is no indication of category hierarchy. The user has no information about parent categories, which can potentially cause confusion. Showing the category hierarchy is important for building context around the information and is one of the requirements for a search system of this kind (Kules & Shneiderman, 2008).

When a searcher wants to enter a new search query, he/she has the option to search within the current category (default, represented with a tag in the search bar), or the entire database by removing the category label (Fig 2.9). In other search interfaces, the search bar simply resets the search and returns results related to the new query.
Figure 2.8. Facets overview

Figure 2.9. Displaying that category label in the search bar
The eBay interface has some irritating aspects. As the user selects the facet filters or the categories, the page has to constantly reload, which sends the user at the very top each time. This creates an effect of disorientation, as the user is forced to scroll up and down to find his/her previous spot. In addition, when categories are selected, there is a lack of hierarchy representation. Thus the user is partially losing information context.

Amazon

If one compares Amazon to eBay, a lot of similarities can be pointed out. Amazon is also an example of using faceted search navigation in combination with a search box to deliver data about desirable items. Submitting the query takes the user to a results page, the layout of which is again standard for faceted search: the left panel is reserved for the faceted navigation, there is a keyword search box in the header, and results are displayed in the center. The navigation contains facets, such as “Department” and “Shipping Option”, as well as facets that are strictly related to the items in the search results (when a query for “flash drive” was submitted, this generated a “Capacity”, a “Feature Keywords”, and a “Feature Brands” facets). The facets are represented by a combination of clickable links and check boxes that generate a new results list (Fig 2.10).
As the user clicks or checks any of the facets, the navigation changes but most of the facets, specifically ones that contain check boxes, continue to display all the other options under the facet. Unlike eBay, the “Department” facet, which represents the product category, shows the hierarchy of categories. This allows the user to easily go back a level or two and also gives him/her information context, one of the guidelines by Kules & Shneiderman (2008). One can argue that it also provides the searcher with a better view, or a “mental map” (Norman, 2002), of the information space. In addition, using a breadcrumb-type navigation above the search results further contributes to the display of product hierarchy. The two elements form a solution that is significantly better compared to eBay's approach, where categories are selected and the facet changes its content to display only the current category plus its sub-categories. Thus the user loses the full overview of the information space.
Similarly to eBay’s interface, when a department category is selected, the website displays that category label in the search bar. The user then can form a new query and search within that same category (Fig 2.11).

![Image of an Amazon page with search bar and facets]

**Figure 2.11.** The website displays that category label in the search bar.

Although Amazon’s faceted search interface allows for better interaction with the information space, there are still some limitations to the current version. When the user selects facet filters or department categories, the page has to reload, thus initializing the interface to begin at the very top. This is counter productive and one can argue that it contradicts with the important principle of “tight coupling” of categories and results described by Kules & Shneiderman (2008). Before users are able to see examples of their selection, their screen changes, which interrupts the association of selected option and
2.6.4 Faceted ESS Studies

The implementation of faceted search among e-commerce systems can suggest that users find this type of interaction useful and it helps sales by guiding clients to the products they need. The researcher did not find any published studies by e-commerce companies to support these claims. However, there have been several academic studies on the use of faceted ESS that give evidence of its benefits as a style of search interaction. The studies and prototypes are described below.

**Scatter/Gather system**

The Scatter/Gather system, developed by Pirolli, Schank, Hearst, & Diehl (1996) was designed to help users understand an information space better. The interface provides summaries of the available documents, which are placed in “clusters” (Fig 2.12). By navigating these clusters, users can get a better perception of the “topic structure” of large collections. The study tested the prediction that the system would stimulate learning in users and that they would be more aware of the information structure. The authors expected Scatter/Gather to give participants a better idea of how relevant documents are distributed.

Pirolli and colleagues analyzed saved documents and their relevance. Results from the study showed that participants using Scatter/Gather were not as successful in retrieving specific documents (Pirolli, Schank, Hearst, & Diehl, 1996). However, findings showed that participants using this system increased their use of new query search terms and produced topics/terms that were not part of the topic description. This supports the hypothesis by
Pirolli, Schank, Hearst, & Diehl (1996) that Scatter/Gather increases the user's topic awareness and “topic language” (Pirolli, Schank, Hearst, & Diehl, 1996). When participants were asked to draw diagrams of the topics, Scatter/Gather diagrams were very broad. By examining the content of the same diagrams, the researchers observed the introduction of more new terms and topics when participants were using Scatter/Gather. These phenomena can lead one to believe that participants have learned more about the subject matter using Scatter/Gather.

Facets and a faceted navigation are based on the same principle: data are organized in “categories” and are highly browse-able. The results of the above study indicate that the use of faceted navigation improves topic understanding and information distribution mental model. The study also shows that these types of navigation systems are not ideal for “known item” searches, for example, a specific product or a specific article. However, one can conclude that if an interface implements both facets/clusters and a search box, it can prove highly successful for both quick retrieval and understanding of the data.

The Flamenco Project

The solution of combining a search box with facets is implemented in later studies such as the one by English, Hearst, Sinha, Swearingen, & Lee (2002) aimed at comparing faceted search to a more conventional single-hierarchy search system. Towards that end, a faceted (“Matrix View”) interface and a single-hierarchy (“SingleTree View”) interface were developed and tested with users. Both allowed users to search for images from a large architectural database.

In the study, the faceted interface consisted of a left panel with facets, a search box,
and search results displayed in the center (Fig 2.13) (English, Hearst, Sinha, Swearingen, & Lee, 2002). The user could select multiple items from the facets in any order. In the “SingleTree View”, the results were displayed in a simple hierarchy (Fig 2.14). Only one category could be selected at a time. Both interfaces showed search filters as breadcrumbs but “Matrix View” allowed multiple filters to be selected.

Both interfaces were tested with architecture students (English, Hearst, Sinha, Swearingen, & Lee, 2002). A majority of whom preferred the “Matrix View” interface over the “SingleTree View”. They found the “Matrix View” easier and more flexible for refining their searches. The system was also seen as better for exploring and browsing the collection. In addition, post-survey results showed that participants felt more in control when using it.

In another study of the same “Matrix View”, the interface was compared to a prototype “Baseline” that represented the most common features of the most popular image search engines at the time of that study (Yee, Swearingen, Li, & Hearst, 2003). The “Baseline” prototype delivered results in multiple pages, where each page showed the images in a table format. The user had the ability to go to the next page and input a new search query in a search box above the results.

The results from the study showed that users were more successful at retrieving task related images using the faceted “Matrix View” interface (Yee, Swearingen, Li, & Hearst, 2003). In the post-study questionnaire, participants rated the faceted system higher than the “Baseline” prototype. The “Matrix View” was considered “easy to use” and “easy to browse”. Subjects also pointed out that the faceted search helped them become more familiar with the collection. Some participant comments confirm that faceted navigation can serve as
a guide to the user by “prompting them where to go next”.


The Relational Browser

Another important study by Capra, Marchionini, & Oh (2007) examines how facets and their visual presentation affects search results. Participants interacted with three different search interfaces: a “standard website homepage”, a “simple faceted” interface with “no graphical embellishments”, and a “highly interactive” interface with identical facet structure
named Relation Browser (Fig 2.15). The design of the Relation Browser interface places a significant visual emphasis on what has been selected by displaying a blue bar across the selection. In addition, the length of the blue bar denotes the amount of resources available for that facet option. This is a good example of implementing the principle of visual representation of available data for an ESS (White & Roth, 2009).

Participants in the study responded positively to the Relational Browser’s narrowing/filtering abilities, as well as its visual presentation of the data and how it is related. One comment from the study exemplified that, “(I liked) The relation system because I was able to narrow down my search much more quickly and able to find exactly what I was looking for.” (Capra, Marchionini, & Oh, 2007) Another comment from the same study spoke of a participant's better understanding of the subject area, “The relational [interface] showed me how many results were present for a certain topic, and then their relationship to other topics.” (Capra, Marchionini, & Oh, 2007)
In another interesting study, Kules & Shneiderman (2008) explored how facets impact understanding and how they can be visually paired with results to help the exploratory search process. The researchers developed SERVICE (Search Result Visualization and Interactive Categorized Exploration): two prototypes of a search interface for finding news articles. The first version was a “baseline” search engine, similar to Google. The second was a categorized overview type of interface, which used the standard facet search layout with
facets in the left panel and results in the right (Fig 2.16). When the user clicked on a facet option/item, the results narrowed. When he/she hovered the mouse over a result item the system highlighted all categories that contained that item (Fig 2.17), thus supporting the principle of “tight coupling” (Kules & Shneiderman, 2008) between faceted navigation and results. This principle helps the user establish visual connection between facets and results and thus helping him/her make better search choices.

Figure 2.16. SERVICE Faceted Interface. Adapted from “Users can change their web search tactics: Design guidelines for categorized overviews,” by B. Kules, and B. Shneiderman, 2008, Information Processing & Management, 44(2), 463–484.
Figure 2.17. SERVICE Faceted Interface, highlighting selections. Adapted from “Users can change their web search tactics: Design guidelines for categorized overviews.” by B. Kules, and B. Shneiderman, 2008, Information Processing & Management, 44(2), 463–484.

Most participants found the category overview (facets) beneficial for their searches due to its ability to narrow and preview the results. Subjects found the “stability” of the categories very reliable, which resonates with Tunkelang’s (2009) guideline of keeping the facet order static. Testers also considered the faceted interface more appealing.

Results from the study show that participants using the faceted (overview) interface
explored more deeply into the results. However, Kules & Shneiderman (2008) express a concern that by using one category and narrowing down the results, users might be omitting information. They claim that this could contribute to the problem of obtaining a narrow view of a topic.

Gaze Behavior

Most of the previously listed studies relied on user feedback to gain understanding of how participants interacted with the systems. Kules & Capra (2012) used eye tracking to trace what subjects attended to and how they used the different elements of an interface. The researchers used North Carolina State University’s faceted library catalog to analyze the patterns of eye movement. The eye tracking software allowed them to trace the path of participants’ eyes as they moved from one element on the screen to another.

The NCSU system used for the study was a standard faceted search interface in that it provided a faceted navigation in a left panel and displayed the results from the search in the center. The interface also included a text (keyword) search at the top (Fig 2.18). Three facets were used in the faceted navigation: “Subject”, “Region”, “Time period”. Each facet item displayed in parentheses the number of resources fitting that facet category, thus giving a visual representation of the available resources, which is recommended by White & Roth (2009). Breadcrumb interaction was also available above the search results section and current filters could be removed by clicking the “X” button.
Results from the study showed that gaze fixations occurred mostly over the results section. Facets came in second place, ahead of the breadcrumbs and the search box. In the tested interface layout the results section had most prominence due to its central location and size, which can explain why participants exhibited more fixations over that area. (Tunkelang, 2009). The study discovered that facets were sometimes observed but not clicked. This is an important finding because it shows that on occasions searchers might use facets as an
informing tool rather than actual navigation.

The results showed that almost half of all gaze transitions (47.4%) happened between the Facet-Results pair and the Results-Breadcrumb pair (Fig 2.19) (Kules, Capra, Banta, & Sierra, 2009). In Fig 2.19 one can see the different sections of the interface represented with ovals. The arrows show the percentage of gaze transitions to and from each of the sections. The diagram depicts only the top ten transition pairs. In general, the facets were involved in more than a third of all transitions (Kules, Capra, Banta, & Sierra, 2009). The study shows that facets are referred to often and serve as a constant guidance. This is also why the principle of “tight coupling” between navigation and results is essential for the success of the ESS as described earlier on page 17.

Significant involvement of the facets in the search process is confirmed by subjects' comments in the post interview. One participant noted that she paid attention to the facets when she did not understand the subject matter and the listed results very well. Some participants showed exploratory behavior when they were clicking on the facets to see what was available in the collection without worrying about the results. One of the participants described this behavior as “shopping around”.
2.6.5 Faceted ESS Studies Summary

The listed studies above indicate several benefits of a faceted ESS. Users showed increase in learning and understanding of the topic. They were able to refine their results much easier through the narrowing and filtering capabilities of the facets. Users also explored
the data more deeply and became more familiar with the data collection. The facets were referred to often and were used as guidance: participants used them to understand the topic and to “shop around” for results. Subjects also enjoyed more visual representation of the data through colored bars.

2.6.6 Faceted ESS Limitations

Traditional faceted navigation styles allow one to drill down into a subject matter to find very specific documents. One limitation to this, however, is the possibility to obtain a very “narrow” view of the issue, which is recognized in Kules and Shneiderman's study (Kules & Shneiderman, 2008).

Dynamic search queries, on the other hand, can give users the opportunity to quickly analyze results from many categories and also view intersecting results by selecting multiple categories at the same time, thus obtaining a much broader view of an issue. They can also contribute to a better “tight coupling” of results with navigation which is not so strong with some of the interfaces discussed above. A dynamic faceted navigation shows these connections immediately.

Furthermore, a dynamic queries search does not interrupt the interaction between the user and the system. The state of the interface is constant: it does not change or reload when new data is requested, except for the section that needs update (e.g. results section). This is not the case with most current web-based faceted search systems. They rely on the traditional approach where data is obtained from the server by loading a new page that responds to the query parameters. Depending on the speed of the server and the user's Internet connection, the process can take anywhere from less than a second to ten or more seconds, including the
time to reload all of the necessary code to run the page (HTML, CSS, JavaScript). This not only slows the user down, but also creates an unwanted pause and the searcher may need to recapture the location of all interface elements. As it was shown earlier, such data retrieval interaction can also disorient users by sending them back to the very top of the page.

2.7 Dynamic Queries

Shneiderman (1994) identifies dynamic queries interfaces as systems that provide widgets to search the data collection and allow the user to iterate through tens of queries in seconds. The results are displayed rapidly with transition animations to inform the user of what changes have occurred after they have manipulated the controls. Shneiderman indicates that when users work with a system that supports dynamic queries, they can feel more in control and obtain a better understanding of the information structure. The researcher also proposes that by “flying through” the data when moving sliders and using other widgets, users can start to recognize patterns and gaps in the data to form a hypothesis or discover the starting point for new research (Shneiderman, 1994). This could have great positive impact on academic searchers who are in the exploratory phases of their research.

Using widgets like sliders to query a collection is a type of direct manipulation which creates a much easier way to input information than actually typing it in a field (Ahlberg, Williamson, & Shneiderman, 1992). Direct manipulation is characterized by pointing and selecting interface elements, and receiving immediate feedback (Shneiderman, 1993). In a dynamic queries interface the user needs to conduct a physical action to change the value, for example, to drag the slider's handle with the mouse. This interaction, paired with immediate results, can produce numerous queries and shows how the data are changing when the
widgets are manipulated. It also makes the process more fun when users start to play around with the controls. This is particularly evident from user comments in the study of the Periodic Table interface on page 46. Direct manipulation controls also prevent invalid entry errors (e.g. incorrect date format), which can occur within systems that use text input fields.

Dörk, Carpendale, Collins, & Williamson (2008) demonstrate that visual querying may ease the search process especially when dealing with concepts and terms that are hard to express through words. One example that the researchers give is expressing time range through words: “during February or March last year” or “last summer”. A simple date slider or other type of widget can solve this problem. Another positive aspect of dynamic queries, according to the researchers, is that they facilitate the “casual formulation of complex queries”. By using widgets and other visual means, the system can relieve the users from devising textual ways to query the information collection.

2.7.1 Dynamic Queries Guidelines

Ahlberg, Williamson, & Shneiderman (1992) indicate several key factors for a more desirable search interface. They point out that it needs to “represent the query graphically”. A control needs to indicate the range of the queried data. The use of sliders shows that range by indicating the maximum and minimum values. The researchers also point out that the system needs to provide “immediate feedback of the result” after use of a widget (Ahlberg, Williamson, & Shneiderman, 1992; Dörk, Carpendale, Collins, & Williamson, 2008). Element highlighting or search result animations can contribute to the user understanding of how the data set is organized (Dörk, Carpendale, Collins, & Williamson, 2008).

Williamson & Shneiderman (1992) emphasize the importance of appropriate visual
presentation of dynamic queries layouts. Sliders and other widgets need to be placed in close proximity to the results section to reduce eye movement. In addition, the designer needs to consider proper color use for highlighting elements and showing selections (Dörk, Carpendale, Collins, & Williamson, 2008; Williamson & Shneiderman, 1992). In HomeFinder (see page 47) the same color is used to show highlighted homes and the slider range selection (Williamson & Shneiderman, 1992). This informs the user visually that the two elements are connected and one represents the other.

2.7.2 Dynamic Queries Examples and Studies

Periodic Table

Ahlberg, Williamson, & Shneiderman (1992) conducted a user study of three systems for querying the periodic table of elements. The first interface used dynamic queries with sliders to input all the element properties. Elements that corresponded to the set parameters were immediately highlighted (Fig 2.20). The system supported all of the previously described guidelines by representing the query graphically through sliders showing the range of data input and showing the results immediately by highlighting the corresponding elements. The second interface represented the results in the same way but parameters had to be input through text fields (Fig 2.21). The last tested interface was textual for both the input and the output of the query.

Participants using the dynamic queries interface showed faster times for completing a query. In addition, the number of user errors was much smaller compared to the other prototypes. Participants expressed high levels of satisfaction and enjoyment when using the dynamic queries: “The sliders are more fun than the key punch”, “You can play around more without worrying about messing it up” (Ahlberg, Williamson, & Shneiderman, 1992). This type of playfulness has the possibility to be extremely valuable for a serious endeavor such as academic research. Academic research can be overwhelming and even frightening for some, especially novice researchers. By bringing in more joy from the search process, it can be turned into a less daunting task.

**HomeFinder**

Williamson & Shneiderman (1992) conducted a study of the HomeFinder interface to assess its use of dynamic queries. HomeFinder used a combination of sliders and toggle buttons. It could be used by a person who is looking for a new residence, be that a house or an apartment. The sliders could be used to specify distances, number of bedrooms, and price, while the buttons were used for checking a category or an option on or off (Fig 2.22). As the user moved the controls, the residence locations changed to correspond to the query parameters. All of these actions were immediately followed by results change. Here again the query was represented graphically, it shows the range of data input within the widget, and data changes are displayed immediately.
The study compared the dynamic system to an interface that used textual input, and a page listing of the same data (Williamson & Shneiderman, 1992). Results from the study showed that, except for task one, participants using HomeFinder performed with the fastest times. Subjects scored high especially for the more complex search tasks, where the user had to meet several criteria and identify trends. This confirms the Shneiderman (1994) theory that dynamic search can facilitate users in recognizing trends and getting a better view of the information space. In addition, the dynamic queries interface scored higher in the satisfaction ratings. Participants expressed their delight in using it and were very enthusiastic about it, “I don’t want to stop, this is fun!” (Williamson & Shneiderman, 1992)
FilmFinder

Shneiderman & Ahlberg (1994) developed the FilmFinder, a system that allows users to use dynamic queries to search a film database. The interface of FilmFinder contains sliders and other widgets for querying, and a “starfield” representation of the data results. The results view represents information in a graph (scatter plot) format, where a point visually represents each film, and each point has a color based on a film category (Fig 2.23). The scatter plot uses release time and popularity as axes. More popular movies that were created recently would be shown in the upper right corner of the graph display. This visual approach of displaying information can help users gain a rapid overview of available movies data and how those data are structured. This concept is also supported by White & Roth (2009) in their ESS guidelines to represent results more visually.
Figure 2.23. FilmFinder. Adapted from “Visual Information Seeking using the FilmFinder” by B. Shneiderman and C. Ahlberg, 1994, In Conference companion on Human factors in computing systems, 433-434.

VisGets

Dörk, Carpendale, Collins, & Williamson (2008) created VisGets, a system that gives the user ability to visually query web resources through dynamic search tools. The system explores the data through “weighted brushing”, “delta queries”, and map visualizations. The time dimension, or as researchers call it “temporal dimension”, uses interactive charts that represent the amount of resources per date. Sliders at the bottom allow for change in the range. The location dimension is represented by a map with square and circle markers at different scale used to indicate location and amount of resources. The user can change the
query by zooming in and out of the map. This action confines the result set to only the visible
markers of the map. The system also features a tag cloud widget representing topical
overview of the information collection, which can be used to filter the result set to only items
that contain the selected tag (Fig 2.24).

![Figure 2.24. VisGets: time dimension, location dimension, and tag cloud. Adapted from “VisGets: coordinated visualizations for web-based information exploration and discovery” by M. Dörk, S. Carpendale, C. Collins, and C. Williamson, 2008, IEEE transactions on visualization and computer graphics, 14(6), 1205–12.](image)

After manipulation of any widget, the search results section displays related items and
removes unrelated ones through the use of animated transitions. The system also provides a
“weighted brushing” feature, which allows the user to see related results and dimensions.
When the user hovers over a dimension, all related dimensions and result items are
highlighted, while unrelated are dimmed down (Fig 2.25). This method implements the
principle of “tight coupling” discussed earlier (Kules & Shneiderman, 2008).
When the interface was tested, the results showed that participants responded favorably of the system. Subjects noted the “temporal dimension” to be particularly helpful. Researchers believed that the “temporal dimension” was favored because of how difficult it could be to express time range with words and find results.

**BMW Build Your Own**

Use of dynamic queries has found a place in several e-commerce websites and services that have search functionality. One such example is the BMW Build Your Own
page. It offers a visual search of car models.

The interface presents a dynamic faceted navigation which uses the following product metadata: “Series”, “Body style”, “MSRP”, “Horse Power”, etc. Each of these is represented with an appropriate user interface control: value specific check boxes for “Series” and “Body style”, range value sliders for “MSRP” and “Horse Power”. The results are shown in the center section of the interface. As the user checks facet options on and off, or moves the slider handles, the resulting models change in real time using an attractive animation (Fig 2.26).

This interface takes out the rigidity of researching different models by giving the user the tools to find what fits his/her exact needs, while still having fun doing it. There is no publicly available user testing data for this system that proves its effectiveness. However one can see its potential because the interface meets the criteria mentioned by Williamson & Shneiderman (1992) and Ahlberg, Williamson, & Shneiderman (1992): it represents the data graphically with animated transitions to show how the data change; the slider controls and check boxes show data ranges and available options; there is immediate feedback after every query adjustment.
2.7.3 Dynamic Queries Summary

As the studies and the described prototypes show above, a dynamic queries interface is often a combination of toggle buttons/checkboxes and slider widgets. Search results are produced immediately when the user manipulates the controls. The instant delivery of results and the ability to quickly iterate through tens of queries can help recognize gaps and trends in the information collection. Results from the studies showed that generally users took less time to complete their search tasks using a dynamic queries interface. They also experienced higher levels of satisfaction with the search process, describing it as “fun”.

2.7.4 Dynamic Queries Limitations

The implementation of dynamic queries is limited primarily by the software and
hardware used for the search system and its users. Williamson & Shneiderman (1992) expressed concerns mainly about the screen real estate availability to support this search technique. However, their studies were conducted in the early nineties when screen resolutions were very small. Today we enjoy resolutions several times higher that allow for more complex interfaces.

Williamson & Shneiderman (1992) also addressed the requirement for custom programming when developing dynamic queries interfaces. However, with recent innovations in software and the advancement of AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) for web applications, this type of interaction is becoming standard and easier to integrate.

AJAX is a widely used mix of web technologies that makes dynamic querying on the web possible. In the traditional approach to building web applications, there is always a delay to the user interaction because a new page needs to be loaded in the browser when the user performs some type of action with the data. The user is required to wait for the new page to load in order to continue. AJAX eliminates this problem by adding a layer between the user and the server, which performs communication in the background. This extra layer is an AJAX engine that “communicates with the server on the user's behalf” and makes any necessary changes to the interface without interrupting the user's interaction with the system (Garrett, 2005).

All of Google's major applications (Gmail, Google Maps) in use today take advantage of AJAX. As Garrett (2005) points out, these are real world examples that show AJAX as a trustworthy method, which can be used for very complicated operations. A dynamic queries application for the web can take advantage of this approach to deliver the user experience
envisioned by Shneiderman and colleagues.

2.7.5 Dynamic Queries for Academic Search

Dynamic queries can be highly effective for search environments including scholarly search engines. Earlier in this chapter, it was established that faceted interfaces can stimulate users in their exploratory endeavors. The combination of that approach with dynamic querying methods has the potential to improve search results, as well as user satisfaction.

Dynamic queries allow the users to iterate through numerous searches with simple mouse actions. Consequently, this allows them to potentially gain a better understanding of a topic or research area, which is something essential for academic searches. In addition, users start to recognize trends in the data or missing research, which can be the seed of a new research topic. Dynamic queries also make the academic search process less stressful by adding a playful aspect to it.
CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY

The objective of this research is to evaluate dynamic queries techniques when applied to a journal article/library search engine and assesses their usage for this type of searches. To achieve this, the researcher built and tested two prototypes: a regular faceted search and a dynamic queries search engines. The goal of the study was to compare and contrast the two types. In addition, the research examines the overall impact and usage of faceted navigation for scholarly searches. The results can be used to assist interaction designers analyze and improve upon academic search interfaces, as well as other more text-heavy search systems.

This chapter describes the process of designing and building the prototypes, recruiting and collecting participants’ information, as well as user study procedures.

3.1 System Design

Two prototypes were developed for this study, both called LitScout (Fig 3.1). The two systems are almost virtually identical with differences only in the style of interaction when using the faceted navigation. The review pointed to a search interface design that combined keyword search with faceted browsing (Marchionini, 2006; White & Roth, 2009). This finding was adopted in the design process. The primary distinction between the two prototypes is in the nature of their faceted navigations. The dynamic queries interface (Interface 1) presents dynamic controls (Fig 3.2) that can be used to iterate through queries instantaneously, without waiting for the entire page to reload with new data, thus the interaction with the computer is uninterrupted. On the other hand, the regular facet interface (Interface 2) displays the facet options as links (Fig 3.3). The links force the traditional approach to retrieving new data by loading a new page into the browser. This puts a halt to the user interaction until the new page is loaded. The user is required to wait for the new
page to load in order to continue. The second prototype was designed to mimic the behavior of standard faceted searches that are already seen in use by libraries (Nagy, 2011).

**Figure 3.1.** Home screen for both interfaces. One call to action: keyword search.

**Figure 3.2.** Dynamic Queries interface. The facet options are represented by radio buttons, which update the results section dynamically.
Figure 3.3. Regular Facet interface. The facet options are represented by links.

The design of the dynamic queries prototype went through a couple of revisions to reach a stage where it could be technically implemented and tested with study participants. Some of the features had to be changed or removed to work with the available data structures and back-end used for this study, which are discussed below. Nevertheless, it is important to describe the original design, in order to fully understand the goals and outcomes of the study.

3.1.1 Original design

The original design of the dynamic queries prototype aimed to follow Shneiderman, Williamson, and Ahlberg's design guidelines closely (Ahlberg, Williamson, & Shneiderman, 1992; Williamson & Shneiderman, 1992). The faceted navigation contained two types of controls: check boxes for selecting values that could not be described with a range (field of study, author) and a slider that represented time of publication (Fig 3.4). A new query was formulated with every interaction with the controls. If two or more check boxes were
checked, the resulting query includes each of the selected items as a parameter (Fig 3.5). For example, in “Field of Study”, the user could select both “Software Industry” and “Design” items, which would yield results combining the two. In addition, facet items from different sections could also be selected to further narrow the query and limit the results to things of interest to the searcher, while still maintaining an uninterrupted view of the interface. If the date slider was manipulated, the date range of the resulting articles/resources narrowed or expanded based on the position of the start and end year handles dragged by the user (Fig 3.6).

The results section in the original design provided a title, an abstract, a list of authors, and citation count. This type of information was considered useful for users by the researcher because it could indicate the importance, relevance, and significance of a resource. However, the system used for retrieving data for this prototype did not allow direct access to the abstracts and a citation count.
Figure 3.4. Original dynamic queries interface design

Figure 3.5. Ability to select multiple facet options
3.1.2 Revised Design

After the original design was finished and development work on the prototype was initiated, the researcher ran into problems with the back-end. The Microsoft Academic Search API, which was initially considered for data retrieval, proved unreliable. As an alternative, a website crawling script was developed that retrieved results from Iowa State University's library search engine. This posed some limitations to the way data were obtained. The method did not allow for multiple facet items from one facet section to be queried. For example, a query with more than two authors returned an error. To resolve this problem, the researcher used radio buttons instead of check boxes. The radio buttons limited the user to selecting only one facet item from the facet section. For example, the searcher could select only one author from the “Author” facet. Nevertheless, facet options from different facets like “Field of Study” and “Author” could be selected together (Fig 3.7). This
permitted a query to span multiple facets.

![Image of facet options from different facets]

**Figure 3.7.** Multi-select of facet options from different facets

### 3.1.3 Interface Layout and Functionality

Both the dynamic queries and the regular facet interfaces displayed a search box screen as their homepage (Fig. 3.1). The only call to action on that screen was to search by keywords, similar to Google Scholar’s homepage. The homepage design gave the user an initial step to getting to a related result set. This approach of getting in the right “neighborhood” of research was supported in the literature review (White & Roth, 2009). The main screen consisted of a keyword search box at the top, a faceted navigation in the left panel, and a results list in the center. As studies of faceted search interfaces and e-commerce examples showed, this is the predominant type of layout for faceted interfaces (English,
Hearst, Sinha, Swearingen, & Lee, 2002; Kules, Capra, Banta, & Sierra, 2009; Kules & Shneiderman, 2008; Tunkelang, 2009; White & Roth, 2009). The keyword search box initiated a new search (Fig 3.8). When the user submitted a new query using this input, the system reset both the faceted navigation and the results list. This allowed the search to be restarted, if the previous results did not meet the end goal criteria.

![Search box in the header.](image)

**Figure 3.8.** Search box in the header.

Aside from renewing the search, there were other methods of search box behavior that were also considered. According to Tunkelang (2009), the conventional approach dictates that a new keyword entry cleans all filters. However, another option is to offer users a selection whether they want to search within a narrowed set (“search within these results”), or similarly to Amazon, display a filter drop-down/label in the search box to indicate that the user will be querying within the current category (Fig 3.9).
Below the header with the search box, the user could find the left panel reserved for the faceted navigation. The prototype implements the following facets: “Field of Study”, “Authors”, “Collection”, “Resource Type”. The “Field of Study” facet included all the topics and areas of research related to the current search results. “Authors” pulled in all the major authors who have articles/books related to the searched area of study. “Collection” listed all major journals and conferences in connection to the current search. “Resource Type” listed the type of documents available e.g. articles and books.

Results were displayed on the right side of the faceted navigation, in the center of the interface. The chosen layout of left panel faceted navigation, paired with results content in the center, is the prevalent type of layout for faceted search interfaces according to Tunkelang (2009). It is also dominant in the studies discussed in Chapter 2. With this type of layout the results section gets more prominence. Hence, it is more likely that users will easily see the results and focus on them (Tunkelang, 2009).

As discussed in Chapter 2, faceted search is not a new concept. All of the major e-commerce websites use a left-panel-center-stage layout, which makes it popular among users and therefore, a good choice for a new interface because of familiarity. In addition, it can
contribute to the “tight coupling” between the faceted search browsing and results thus allowing searchers to quickly see examples (Kules & Shneiderman, 2008) in response to their query parameters.

By clicking on any of the facet options, the system formulated a query that was used to retrieve data through the back-end scripts. In the case of the dynamic queries interface, this was done in the background and results were displayed immediately, while keeping the interaction undisturbed. The regular facet interface, on the other hand, acted like a regular web page. When the user clicked on one of the facet links, the page reloaded with new data for both the results section and the faceted navigation. This interrupted the interaction between the user and the search engine but also allowed for a drill down into sub-category facet options (Fig 3.11).
In the dynamic queries prototype, the user selected facet options by clicking the facet radio buttons (Fig 3.12). The user could select facet options from all available facets to filter down the query, but only one facet option could be selected per facet. In other words, in the example given (Fig 3.12), the user can select “Gene Mutation” but is not able to select both “Gene Mutation” and “Genetic Research”. However, the user is able to select “Gene
Mutation” from “Field of Study” and “Bower, Bruce” from “Author”, which will generate a query filtering all works in “Gene Mutation” from “Bower, Bruce”. As mentioned previously in this chapter, the original design envisioned multiple item selection from a facet using check boxes, but due to some technical difficulties during the development of the prototype, the radio button style of interaction was selected.

**Figure 3.12.** Facet link navigation (regular) vs. dynamic facet navigation

Both facet navigation panels displayed only the first four items for each facet. To view the rest, the user could select “more” button. In addition, every facet option in both navigation styles displayed the amount of resources available, which could serve as guidance to the option's popularity and amount of work contained within. This representation of the available resources was supported by the review in Chapter 2 (Ahlberg, Williamson, & Shneiderman, 1992; Shneiderman, 1994).

The search results were displayed to the right of the faceted navigation for both
interfaces. Each result item was represented by the resource title, its authors, and the
ing the result item but due to technical difficulties during the development of the
prototype discussed previously in the chapter, this feature had to be dismissed. Above the
result items sat a paging navigation with “next” and “previous” options and allowed the user
to review more than just the initial ten results (Fig 3.13).

Figure 3.13. The results section: displays a resource's title, author, and publication. Paging
navigation at the top.

The result items were initially designed to be links to full articles. However, due to
time constraints and technical limitations, the final prototype did not allow users to open the
selected resource. Nevertheless, this type of functionality is not essential for testing the type
of faceted navigation interaction, which was the goal of this thesis study.
3.2 Prototype Development

3.2.1 Prototype Development: Back-end

In order to create an authentic search experience for this study's participants, the prototype had to provide real data, which corresponded to the user's query parameters. There is no practical way to predict all possible queries related to the tasks given to a participant, which makes data retrieval particularly important for accurate study results.

Initially, the prototype utilized Microsoft's Academic Search API (Application Programming Language). This service provided the required data: resource title, type, authors, journal/conference, abstract, amount of citations, rank, etc. However, a couple of weeks prior to the studies, the service was constantly down for maintenance without a strict schedule or announcement. This issue forced the researcher to find an alternative way of returning query results.

As an alternative the researcher developed a crawling script in PHP, a web server-side scripting language. The script sends an HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) request directly to the Iowa State University’s library search engine (Fig 3.14). Following this, the raw HTML is extracted by the PHP script and processed. During the processing, the PHP script parses through the DOM (Document Object Model) to retrieve data only from elements that are needed: faceted navigation, result items, paging navigation. Then the raw data is injected into the study's prototypes (Fig 3.15). This process is repeated every time a new query is submitted.
In addition to PHP crawling scripts, the dynamic queries prototype required the use of AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) to retrieve data dynamically without interrupting the user's interaction with the system. As mentioned in Chapter 2, AJAX is a conglomeration of several established technologies that serve content in the background. This avoids the need for page reload which disrupts the user's interaction with a website or a web application. In the case of the dynamic queries prototype, AJAX is used to formulate the facets query based on user selections, and send the query parameters to the PHP crawling
script. When the PHP script returns the requested data, the AJAX script places the results into the results section of the search interface (Fig 3.16).

The Iowa State University’s library search system was chosen for data retrieval because it conducts a federated search and provides a faceted navigation, features that were essential for this study.

**3.2.2 Prototype Development: Front-end**

The front-end, also known as the client, of the prototype was created using the Twitter Bootstrap UI code library (Fig 3.17). Bootstrap provides a variety of components built in standards compliant HTML, CSS and JavaScript. The code library includes all of the necessary components needed for the prototype: search box, buttons, typography, etc. In addition, the visual style of Bootstrap is very widespread and widely used in many web
applications. This makes it an appropriate choice for prototype development in a study that examines types of interaction rather than graphics design. Furthermore, Bootstrap comes with good support documentation and allows for quick prototyping and development.

Figure 3.17. Twitter Bootstrap website

3.3 User Studies

The researcher conducted user testing to assess the usability of both interfaces and discover which interaction style improves the exploratory search process for users, as well as improves user satisfaction and enjoyment. The study included a pre-survey, followed by task-based scenarios using the two interface systems on a PC laptop computer, a post-survey and exit interviews. The screen-based prototypes were presented to potential users. All participants were students from Iowa State University. The study collected information about user demographics, user feedback, user comments, time spent on task, user system ratings, and researcher observations.
3.3.1 Participants

The interface systems were tested with a total of twelve participants, all of whom were students from Iowa State University. The small sample size was considered standard for usability studies (Nielsen & Landauer, 1993). The sample pool included both undergraduate and graduate students. Testing with both groups was done to reveal any potential differences in their approach to academic search. The initial hypothesis was that graduate students will employ different and, possibly, more successful search strategies because of richer research experience.

To recruit students, printed flyers with the study announcement were posted on bulletin boards around campus (Appendix 1). Word of mouth and email were also used (Appendix 2). Those who responded were contacted by a follow-up email regarding the time and location of the study (Appendix 3).

3.3.2 Materials and Procedure

Twelve students that responded to the flyer or the recruitment email participated in the study. The testing sessions took place in a quiet studio for about an hour each. Each subject received and signed a copy of the informed consent documents. An introduction script of the study was also presented. Following this, participants filled out a survey, which asked about demographic information: age, gender, native language, student status (graduate or undergraduate) (Appendix 4). In order to get an insight into the users’ research habits, the survey contained questions about the participants’ use of scholarly tools and resources. The survey questions were designed to show if there is any dependency or correlation between search habits based on demographics and interaction with the provided prototypes.
After completion of the pre-survey, participants were presented with four tasks/scenarios that described what type of search activity they needed to complete (Appendix 5). Each scenario was designed to emulate a classroom/research type of situation. The students had to generate research topics and find resources (articles and authors) using the two prototypes sequentially. For example, in task one, the participant had to find two possible topics starting with Interface 1, and then two other using Interface 2. This order was alternated for tasks three and four. Furthermore, the interface order was reversed for each participant that followed. This was done to guarantee effective and comparable results between the two systems.

When creating exploratory search tasks/scenarios, they need to be devised to induce an exploratory search. Task design for this study followed the recommendations presented by Kules and Capra (2008). Accordingly, an exploratory search scenario has to be described in a way that requires learning and investigation. The two goals were achieved by including more complex terms and by avoiding direct-answer questions. Kules and Capra (2008) also suggest that the scenario has to describe a familiar situation for the participant. In this study, the search scenarios are related to class projects. In addition, Kules and Capra (2008) indicate that the scenarios should stimulate the need for discovery by creating uncertainty about requirements and topics. Following this guideline, the researcher designed tasks that encouraged participants to explore how two or more novelty topics are connected. Furthermore, the lack of previous knowledge about terms supports Kules and Capra’s (2008) point of selecting scenarios and subject matter that are unfamiliar to the participant.

Kules and Capra (2008) give a good template for formulating an exploratory search
scenario:

Imagine that you are taking a class called _______. For this class, you need to write a paper on the topic _______. Use the catalog to find two possible topics for your paper. Find three books for each topic.

The following is one of the tasks/scenarios used for this research study:

Imagine that you are taking a class called “Geological Disasters”. For this class, you need to write a paper exploring the relationship between Earthquakes and Safety Measures. Use interface 1 and then interface 2 to find two possible topics for your paper and write them down. Check the corresponding checkbox for each one.

The objective of each task/scenario was to place the participant in a familiar situation (a class setting) in which multiple items would need to be found. In addition, each task/scenario aimed at topic assignments that are open-ended and/or target multiple items as results, which makes them more likely to elicit exploratory search behaviors (Wildemuth & Freund, 2012).

During task completion, participants checked the corresponding check box for each article/book. Each task was timed for each interface. Subjects were asked to think out loud. The think aloud protocol was used to get an insight into the participant's thought process. It also allowed to get an immediate feedback on satisfaction, usefulness, usability, engagement, enjoyment, and self-reported level of understanding of the content. These are primary measures of a successful ESS according to Capra, Marchionini, & Oh (2007). In addition, the researcher observed each step of the search process and recorded each participant's search strategy.
After completion of all tasks, the researcher occasionally asked questions based on the participant's performance. The researcher conducted this informal exit interview to gain an insight into why users did certain things during the study. This type of interview can be very beneficial especially when participants do not follow the “think aloud” protocol.

Further assessment of both interfaces was obtained through a post-survey (Appendix 6). The questionnaire required participants to rate each system based on ease of use, ability to learn, provided content, information organization, and overall satisfaction. One of the main goals of the survey was to find which interface users found more satisfactory and helped them learn/understand the research topics better. The rating system was based on a seven-point scale, where seven points correspond to “strongly agree”.
CHAPTER 4. USER STUDY RESULTS

This chapter is divided into several parts. The first part describes the results from the pre-survey, which participants filled out before initiating the interface test. The second part describes the qualitative and quantitative measures of the two interfaces based on time per task and user systems rating collected via a post-survey questionnaire. In the post-survey, participants had to rate the two systems by ease of use, ease of learning, provided results and topic understanding, and clear organization. The third part describes the content analysis of comments collected from participants during the course of each study. Finally, this chapter also summarizes the researcher’s observations during the user tests.

4.1 Pre-Survey Results

A pre-survey was conducted with all 12 participants in the study. Participants were asked about demographic information: age, gender, native language, and student status (graduate or undergraduate) (Appendix 4). The survey also questioned the participants' use of academic search resources, such as Google Scholar, and overall search experience.

4.1.1 Participant Demographics

Participants in this study were both graduate and undergraduate students. There were 7 undergraduate (58%) and 5 graduate students (42%). One of the goals of the study was to see how undergraduates measure against graduates when using an academic search engine. Age was also a potential metric with impact on the interface testing results that the researcher wanted to take into consideration. There were 7 participants in the age group of 18-23 (58%), 3 participants in 24-29 (25%), 1 participant in 30-35 (10%), and 1 participant at the age of
54-59 (10%). The male/female ratio was 1/3: 3 participants were male (25%) and 9 participants were female (75%). All participants were native English speakers, except one but she had lived in the USA for most of her life and speaks English fluently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant #</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Native language</th>
<th>Student status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24-29</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18-23</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>18-23</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>18-23</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>18-23</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>18-23</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>24-29</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>24-29</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>18-23</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18-23</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>30-35</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>54-59</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.1.** Demographic information

### 4.1.2 Participants’ Use of Research Tools and Research Experience

In the second part of the survey, participants were asked to rate their research experience. This information was collected to give an insight into the users' research habits. On the question “How often do you write research papers?”, 7 participants (answered “Less than monthly”, 2 participants answered “Monthly” (16%), another 2 answered “Weekly”
(16%), and 1 answered “I have not” (10%). When participants were asked “How often do you use the ISU online library?”, 7 participants (58%) answered “Less than monthly”, 2 participants answered “Monthly” (16%), and 3 answered “Weekly” (25%). When asked “How often do you use article databases?”, 7 participants (58%) answered “Less than monthly”, 4 answered “Weekly” (33%), and 1 answered “Monthly” (10%). These results are portrayed in Fig 4.2.1 – 4.2.4.
Figure 4.2.1. How often do you write research papers?

Figure 4.2.2. How often do you use the ISU online library?

Figure 4.2.3. How often do you use article databases?

Figure 4.2.4. How often do you use Google Scholar?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant #</th>
<th>Write research papers</th>
<th>Use ISU online library</th>
<th>Use Article Databases</th>
<th>Use Google Scholar</th>
<th>Asking for help</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Occasionally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Occasionally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Occasionally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Occasionally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>More often than not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Occasionally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>I have not</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Occasionally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Occasionally</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Less than monthly</td>
<td>Occasionally</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.3.** Research experience and use of academic search resources

There was a significant percentage (58%) of participants who did not conduct research on a regular basis. This can be explained with the fact that there were a larger number of undergraduate participants in the sample pool. However, there was one graduate participant who also answered “Less than monthly” on majority of the research experience questions. In other words, being a graduate student does not constitute much research experience. However, this phenomenon needs additional studies and the small number of
survey participants cannot give significant statistical results to generalize.

4.2 Tasks

Participants were timed while performing each of the required tasks. Their interaction with each interface was observed. The researcher recorded their steps in the search process. In addition, subjects were asked to talk aloud while conducting the study, which was also recorded by the researcher. Finally, in a post-study interview, participants were asked questions based on their performance and actions.

4.2.1 Task Time

Each task was timed for both Interface 1 and Interface 2. The average times for all tasks and corresponding interface were calculated. They are as follows (in minutes): Task 1: Interface 1 - 02:57, Interface 2 – 03:57; Task 2: Interface 1 – 08:51, Interface 2 – 09:20; Task 3: Interface 1 – 02:56, Interface 2 – 02:48; Task 4: Interface 1 – 07:29, Interface 2 – 06:24. The following bar graph represents these times visually (Fig 4.4).
As seen in Fig 4.4, there is a significant difference in the time it took to complete Task 1 and Task 3 as opposed to Task 2 and Task 4. This can be explained by the nature of the tasks. Task 1 and Task 3 only required from the participant to find two possible topics for a paper, whereas Task 2 and Task 4 required finding two topics and resources (articles/books) to support these topics (resources that will be cited in their papers) (Appendix 5). These tasks were more challenging, as they required testers to use critical thinking to go beyond simple topic formulation and find resources that will help them support their investigation.

The chart in Fig 4.4 shows a slight decline in the time it took participants to complete the tasks. This is not so evident from Task 1 and Task 3 but there is a significant difference in times between Task 2 and Task 4. The difference can be explained with participants learning how to use the system and being more efficient in their searches. One of the subjects

![Figure 4.4. Average times per task and interface](image)
commented, “I noticed I’m getting better with it. It takes me less time to find resources.” The researcher observed that 4 users did not notice the facets immediately. Some participants started using the facet navigation as late as Task 3. The faster times for Task 4 can then be attributed not only to getting familiarized with the systems’ interface, but also with the use of the faceted navigation.

Some participants spent a significant amount of time working on the search tasks. One participant spent 18 minutes and 39 seconds using Interface 2 for Task 2. In any other studies, this user might have been interrupted and asked to move to the next task. However, the researcher wanted to facilitate a situation that imitated a real-life setting as close as possible, therefore participants were allowed to take as much as they needed to search the system. Furthermore, exploratory searches often span longer periods of time, as people are not simply looking up facts but are trying to understand a field of study (Marchionini, 2006).

The average time results are not conclusive about interface performance. The researcher did not find any significant time differences for the use of the two interfaces. When compared, the prototypes performed at almost equal rates. The researcher expected faster times for the dynamic queries search based on previous studies described in Chapter 2 (Ahlberg, Williamson, & Shneiderman, 1992; Shneiderman, 1994). However, this is the first study (to the researcher's knowledge) that compares regular faceted search to dynamic queries specifically for academic content. One also needs to take into account that the dynamic queries interface was stripped from some of the original functionality, which could have had impact on time. Since time on task did not give conclusive results, other measures were analyzed more in-depth.
4.3 Post-Survey Results

In addition to quantitative measures such as time, the two interfaces were compared based on feedback received from the post-survey. One of the aims of the post-survey was to discover how familiar participants were with each task topic prior and after the study to identify whether the system stimulated their learning and understanding. Also, each interface received quality ratings. On the question “How familiar were you with the subject you were asked to find research for?”, the average rating for all tasks, except Task 3, is below 3.5 on a seven point scale: Task 1 – 2.83, Task 2 – 1.83, Task 3 – 4.33, Task 4 – 3.17. (Fig 4.5). The result shows that participants had some general knowledge but it was limited.

![Figure 4.5. Average rating related to user familiarity with the topics in each task](image)
Subjects rated several statements (Appendix 6)(Fig 4.6). The statement “Overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use this system” aimed at assessing the ease of use of each interface. The issue of effectively learning how to use the interface was rated by the following: “It was easy to learn to use this system”. As discussed in Chapter 2, learnability is important when measuring the effectiveness of an exploratory search system. Subject confidence with the completion of the search tasks was assessed with the following statement: “The system provided the search results needed to complete the task”. With “The organization of information on the system screens is clear” the researcher wanted to see how the participants perceived layout and functions. The statement “I like using the interface of this system” aimed to get an overall satisfaction rating. Finally, “I understand the topic area and related research based on the information I received from the system” was included to see if subjects felt more confident about the searched topics after using the interface to research them. This measure was important for the assessment of participants’ learning and understanding of the explored material, which is one of the main goals of an ESS.

The results from the survey show above 3.5 rating scores on a scale 1 to 7 for both systems. When comparing the average scores for each interface, there are no significant differences in quality and performance between the two systems. This was surprising to the researcher. It was expected that the dynamic queries navigation interface would score higher than the regular facet search. One possible explanation for these results could be the limitations of the dynamic queries prototype, mentioned in Chapter 3.

The post-survey results were inconclusive when comparing the two systems. Therefore further analysis was conducted based on participant comments and feedback.
Both time measurements and user ratings did not produce conclusive results. To obtain a better perspective of how each system performed with users, a content analysis was conducted summarizing all relevant user comments during the studies. The comments were placed under several categories based on their content: “prototype limitations” summarizes any comments related to limitations of any of the interfaces; “interface layout and functionality” describes anything said about interface elements other than the faceted navigation; “dynamic queries navigation” points to all comments about the dynamic queries search interface; “regular faceted navigation” summarizes everything said about the second “regular” interface; “suggestions” gathered suggestions for possible improvements made by users; “general” summarizes all other recorded comments made during the study.

After placing the comments under their appropriate categories, comment occurrences
per user were counted. Similar comments were combined, adding together the number of times they were mentioned. This analysis was conducted after no conclusive results were received from quantitative measures such as time on task and system ratings. It is an additional measure that combines qualitative and quantitative data. The researcher predicted that this method would help compare the two interfaces and establish the benefits and downfalls of each interaction method, as well as suggest ways for improvement.

The two interaction styles are compared based on the summary of comments specific to them (Fig 4.7-4.8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic queries navigation</th>
<th>Mentioned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic queries navigation provided too broad categories, while regular facet was more specific and allowed me to drill into the categories.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio buttons feel more like a filter rather than a set choice/ show better what is filtered</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do I uncheck?</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The radio buttons gave me more control and the ability to narrow down the results.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like the dynamic queries navigation.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like the radio buttons and clicking on them.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The radio buttons make me feel limited.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.7.** Summary of comments specific to dynamic queries navigation
Regular faceted navigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mentioned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I like that it narrows the results down (drill down); makes them more specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I did not like how clicking on links makes the facets go away/shift;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like using links; prefer clicking on the words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do I unfilter / return to previous results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is no feedback on what is filtered – confusing; radio buttons show what is filtered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface 2 better and considered the content to be better.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like Interface 2 more than 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.8.** Summary of comments specific to regular faceted navigation

The summaries related to the two styles of interaction show that users felt strongly about the narrowing down of the results through the navigation. Two participants criticized the dynamic queries navigation for showing only broad categories and lacking the ability to “drill-down” into the categories. On the other hand, the regular facet navigation was praised for supporting this feature. Four subjects considered a positive trait being able to get to more specific results. For example, if the user selects “Genetic Mutations” from the “Field of study” facet, this will reload the page with new search results, and the facets will display options only related to “Genetic Mutations”.

However, the regular facet navigation was criticized in other ways. Three participants disliked the way it shifted the facets when they drilled down into the categories. For example, when “Genetic Mutations” is selected from “Field of Study” and there are no related sub-categories, the facet collapses (does not display any content) and relocates the other facets in an upward direction to fill in the space. The subjects might be irritated because it interrupts their search process: instead of focusing on the results, the user needs to shift his/her
attention to the new state of the navigation and figure out what has changed, why it has
changed, and how it affects the current search. The dynamic queries navigation does not alter
the facets. Therefore it can be argued that it sustains the user's focus on the search results and
how they change based on facet selection. Nevertheless, the dynamic queries navigation can
benefit from ways to introduce facet sub-categories/sub-options.

Participants also commented on how the interfaces indicated what was filtered. In the
comment summaries, both the dynamic queries and regular facet approaches received
feedback related to this problem. There were comments that radio buttons felt more like
filters. This can be explained with the nature of radio button controls. When a radio button is
selected, it changes its state to “filled-in” which gives the user a reference to what is
currently “filtered”. Such visual indication helps the user to see immediately what is “in-use”
and to easily analyze how that affects the results. This supports the design guideline of “tight
coupling” of results and navigation (White & Roth, 2009). On the other hand, participants
also felt limited by the radio buttons. They could only select one per facet and they could not
uncheck it.

As for the regular facet navigation, some participants (2) were unhappy with how the
interface lacked the ability to remove filters once a facet option was clicked. The subjects had
to go back to the previous screen by clicking on the “back” button of the browser. It was also
mentioned that there was no clear feedback from the system on what/how results were
filtered. The comments suggest the dynamic queries navigation is overall a better solution for
informing the user what is filtered.

In addition to comments specific to each interaction style, participants expressed
thoughts related to other parts of the user interface. They talked about different components, as well as their experience conducting the tasks in the scenarios (Fig 4.9-4.12). The comments about layout and functionality are summarized in Fig 4.9. Several participants (3) pointed out some flaws of the paging navigation. There was a shared understanding that the navigation needs to be repeated at the bottom. The same subjects commented that it was hard to find the buttons. Some were not sure about the button functionality because of the lack of labels denoting it. Other comments in that summary suggest that participants found facets “Field of Study” and “Author” particularly helpful when deciding on topics.

Fig 4.9 and Fig 4.10 show that participants wanted to use the “save for later” function. Both prototypes had a check box “save this” for each resource item in the search results. However, it was not fully functional at the time of the study. The comments suggest that subjects would have used this feature in their search process, if it was available to them. The user testing shows the need for it to be fully implemented for future studies.

Fig 4.10 points out some of the limitations that were apparent in the prototypes. As one can see from the comments, some participants (3) expressed frustration with the presentation of the results section. They commented on the lack of indicators to show the importance/ranking of a resource. A citation count, as participants pointed out, could serve this purpose. Another limitation recognized by subjects was the inability to open the resource for further investigation.
### Interface layout and functionality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Mentioned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hard to find the next button; did not use paging because it lacked options; I want to have the page navigation at the bottom</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Found looking at “Field of study” to help him decide on a topic</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author facet, helpful when picking author</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like the save later function</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchically the results section was much stronger; it was more “in my face” and made me focus on it much more</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The amount of results next to each facet is overwhelming and I think it would be inefficient to try to look through them</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The amount of sections in the faceted navigation was overwhelming</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.9. Summary of comments about layout and functionality**

### Prototype limitations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Mentioned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I want to use the “save” feature but it was not available for me</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titles not clickable, expected to be clickable</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results do not show how they are cited. No way to understand how they are sorted</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A lot of articles in different languages</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected the dynamic drop down result list similar to Google’s when using the search bar</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titles lose space between words</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.10. Summary of comments pointing to prototype limitations**

While going through the tasks, some of the more outspoken participants shared ideas of how the interaction could be improved (Fig 4.11). It is interesting to see that two participants felt that check boxes would work better than radio buttons. This also confirms the initial design, which used check boxes for facet option selection, as a better solution for dynamic search. Other comments suggest the use of filters within the search box. Chapter 2
showed that this type of feature is implemented in some e-commerce websites such as Amazon. Another good comment was to develop “article chaining” as in Google. “Article chaining” allows an article to link back and forth to all articles that have been cited or are citing it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggestions</th>
<th>Mentioned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expected/interested in seeing how this could work with check boxes instead of radio</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like Google Scholar’s chaining to related articles</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would be helpful if one could search by author or collection within the search box.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I expected to see breadcrumb-style navigation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would add row striping when a save check is selected</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.11. Summary of participant suggestions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General</th>
<th>Mentioned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I don't know how to explore thing I know nothing about; results are confusing</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I noticed I'm getting better with it. Takes me less time to find resources.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The lack of knowledge on the subject frustrates me</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I did not use facets for filtering the results. I'm so accustomed to search engines that don't have navigation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Didn't find the faceted navigation helpful, seemed like it moved results away from the topic.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I really enjoy research and found this study fun because there was no pressure</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typically would formulate the topic before finding the papers but since I am unfamiliar with the topic, I write the topic after finding papers.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don't see the differences between these two interfaces</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Took awhile to figure out the facet navigation bar. I think it's because I was focused on the results and the tasks in the beginning and didn't explore the interface thoroughly.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.12. Summary of general comments**
4.5 Researcher Observations

During the course of each user study, the researcher observed and recorded the actions of the participants (Appendix 7). From user observations and user feedback, it becomes apparent that both faceted navigation styles were not immediately apparent to all participants. Four subjects (33%) did not notice the facets immediately. Some participants started using the facet navigation as late as Task 3. There was one subject in particular who completely ignored the facets and referred only to the results section. Instead of using the facets to narrow down the result set and/or explore different sub-topics, she kept refining her keyword queries. When asked if she noticed the facets and why she did not use them, the participant explained that she thought the number of sections (facets) in the faceted navigation was overwhelming. She also found the amount of resource results that are in parentheses next to each facet item overwhelming and she believed it would be inefficient to try to look through them.

This extreme case and the preceding ones can be related to the lack of research experience of the participants. The subject, who completely ignored the facets, later commented that she used to do mostly visual research rather than textual research. In the pre-survey she answered “less than monthly” for all four questions related to conducting academic research online. Similarly the other four participants, who ignored the facets in the beginning of the study, selected “less than monthly” for the same four questions. One of these subjects commented that the reason it took her awhile to figure out the facet navigation was because she focused mainly on the results and the tasks in the beginning, and did not explore the interface thoroughly.
Another reason for overlooking the facets could be that these participants and most millennial users (born in the late 1980s and early 1990s) are primarily familiar with web search engines without features like facets. Websites/services like Google do not offer facets or any other form of filtering to accompany the keyword search box. One participant commented, “I am so accustomed to search engines that don't have this type of navigation”.

User habits cannot be changed easily but certain alterations in the interface layout can increase facets visibility. According to Tunkelang (2009), setting the facets in a left panel and the results section in the center, places the focus on the latter. He notes that this type of layout can be too subtle for less sophisticated users who are likely to omit anything that is not directly in front of them. Tunkelang (2009) proposes a solution of placing the facets above the results, which makes them immediately noticeable. However, this type of layout reduces the space available for search results and users are forced to make more effort. Another solution, described by Kules & Capra (2012) is to show a brief demonstration of working with the facets. In their study this approach increased facets use significantly. They argue that without external nudge, some searchers may not adapt their tactics to take advantage of such features.

On the other hand, for participants who discovered and used the faceted navigation in the study, it proved to be a useful tool based on their feedback and actions. The facet “Field of study” was most popular and was used to both narrow down the result set and inform new keyword search queries. One user looked at “Field of study” for help on picking topics. The same participant used the facet to repeatedly explore different result sets and narrow down by sub-topics. Most of the participants used a combination of keyword search and facet queries. The typical user approach was to start with a keyword search, analyze the results set and the
resulting facets, and revise the keyword search, if needed. During the study, this process sequence was often repeated several times by users until they reached satisfying results. Similarly, in the study by Kules & Capra (2012), participants' gaze behavior constantly switched between the facets and the result set.
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION

New technologies are transforming academic search in a dramatic fashion and have created a demand for convenience and immediacy. The review of literature shows that an effective online scholarly tool needs to engage users in an exploratory process. One of the main goals of the thesis was to find and test interaction techniques to achieve that. The research pointed to faceted interfaces, which allow users to both browse and use keywords to navigate through the information space.

Another technique identified during the review was the use of dynamic queries. It has the potential to provide more immediate and playful feel to the search process through more visual, instant and non-disruptive user-interface interaction. The conducted user studies aimed at discovering how effective dynamic queries interfaces can be for academic searches and whether they improve the user experience.

Two prototypes were developed and tested with users to compare dynamic queries to regular facet navigation style. The two interfaces were tested for search efficiency and user satisfaction measured through time on task, user system ratings and user comments/feedback. The results do not conclude that the dynamic queries style is a more effective and satisfying way of search interaction, as hypothesized by the researcher. Topic learning/understanding rates were also similar. This can be due to some of the limitations in the prototype development discussed in Chapter 3. However, the conducted content analysis of participants’ verbal reactions during each test session helped point to the strengths and weaknesses of each interface.

One of the major strengths of the dynamic queries prototype was its stability and
predictability: facets remained constant after selection; the interaction between the participant and the system was uninterrupted and thus users did not have to shift their focus. In contrast, the regular facet interface irritated subjects by constantly reloading the page and shifting the facets order. Participants also saw the dynamic queries interface as a better indicator of what was filtered, making it more successful in the “tight coupling” between navigation and results.

The regular facet prototype’s main strength was the delivery of more in-depth results. Participants were able to “drill-down” into the facets (reveal sub-categories) to find more specific resources for their tasks. In comparison, the dynamic version showed only broad categories (the top level facets) and therefore limited the possible results. The narrow down feature is a guideline by White and Roth (2009) (discussed in Chapter2) for a successful ESS. However, according to Kules and Shneiderman (2008) and taking Amazon’s example into consideration, the navigation needs to display the facets in a hierarchy to avoid a limited view of the research topic(s).

5.1 Future Research

The results of the study suggest several directions for future research. There will be technical revisions of the prototypes to resolve the limitations discussed in Chapter 3. This will allow for more robust dynamic queries interface with features from the original design such as: multi-select check box navigation, a date slider, abstract and citation count. Future prototype iterations will also incorporate a drill-down approach to the dynamic queries navigation to reveal subcategory facets, as it proved to be a desired feature by participants in the study. However, it will be devised to show the information hierarchy. The “save for later”
is another feature which received positive feedback and will also be implemented. More research on different types of widgets and interface layout can show alternative ways of interacting with academic resources. Future studies will also explore more graphic representations of the data, such as colored bars to represent the facet items and the amount of resources they contain (Capra & Marchionini, 2008).

5.2 Limitations

There were several limitations to this research. First and foremost, there were some technical difficulties related to the programming of the prototype. The developed script to retrieve scholarly resources proved limited. Thus the prototype design was altered from its original version: radio buttons were used instead of check boxes which did not permit more than one selection per facet; the date slider widget was omitted; search results did not display abstracts or citation count. Besides technical difficulties, this study also had a limited number of participants (12 in total). A larger and more diverse participant pool could give more accurate results.
PARTICIPANTS NEEDED
To Test an Interface

Are you over 18 years old?

Are you willing to spend approximately 60 minutes to participate in the testing of 2 interfaces?

If you are interested in participating in this study, please contact Stefan Ganchev at sganchev@iastate.edu
Dear Student,

If you are 18 years or older, I would like to invite you to participate in a research study comparing three different interface systems at Iowa State University. This study involves the interface design of two journal article search systems and aims at finding which system delivers a better user experience and which one makes the search process easier.

Before the study begins, I will provide a form for you to give consent to be interviewed. If you agree to participate, you will be asked to complete a brief survey about your use of online library resources and search engines. After completion of the survey, you will be asked to complete a series of tasks on 2 different interface systems. During the study, you will be observed, video will be recorded of the screen activity (your identity and facial expression will not be recorded, in addition to your identity being kept confidential), and mouse movements will be tracked and recorded. After completing the task sequence with both systems, an exit survey will be conducted to collect feedback about your overall experience and to learn how you compare the two systems. This process could take up to ONE HOUR of your time; although the process may or may not take the entire time.

You DO NOT have to answer any questions that make you uncomfortable.

If you agree to participate in this study, please contact me at using the information below. Thank you for your consideration.

Stefan Ganchev
Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in this study. Your participation will contribute to the continuing research on best interaction design practices for journal articles search.

The study will take place at ______. Please, use this calendar to sign up for an open spot. This study will consist with three stages: 1) filling out the user information, 2) conducting tasks, and 3) filling out the exit survey.

This study will last approximately 60 minutes. You need to be at least 18 years of age to participate.

If you have any questions, please let me know.

Thank you,

Stefan Ganchev
APPENDIX 4. PRE SURVEY

1. Age
   - 18-23
   - 24-29
   - 30-35
   - 36-41
   - 42-47
   - 48-53
   - 54-59
   - Over 60

2. Gender
   - Male
   - Female

3. Native language
   - English
   - Other (Please specify: )

4. Student status
   - Undergraduate
   - Graduate

5. How often do you write research papers?
   - I have not used
   - Less than Monthly
   - Monthly
   - Weekly
   - Daily

6. How often do you use the ISU online library?
   - I have not used
   - Less than Monthly
   - Monthly
   - Weekly
   - Daily

7. How often do you use article databases?
   - I have not used
   - Less than Monthly
   - Monthly
   - Weekly
   - Daily

8. How often do you use Google Scholar?
   - I have not used
   - Less than Monthly
   - Monthly
   - Weekly
   - Daily

9. How often do you ask for help from a librarian, instructor, etc., when conducting research?
   - Never
   - Occasionally
   - More often than not
   - Always
APPENDIX 5. TASKS

Task 1
Imagine that you are taking a class called “Geological Disasters”. For this class, you need to write a paper exploring the relationship between Earthquakes and Safety Measures. Use interface 1 and then interface 2 to find two possible topics for your paper and write them down. Check the corresponding checkbox for each one.

Task 2
Imagine that you are taking a class called “Theoretical Physics”. For this class, you need to write a final paper exploring the relationship between Black Holes and Matter. Two possible topics are due in class today. The class is about to start. Use interface 1 and then interface 2 to find two possible topics for your paper and write them down. Find three articles and/or books for each topic. Check the corresponding checkbox for each one. Choose 2 authors on one of your topics and write them down for further exploration later on in the semester.

Task 3
Imagine that you are taking a class called “Globalization and Sustainability”. For this class, you need to write a paper exploring the relationship between Energy and Sustainability. Use interface 2 and then interface 1 to find two possible topics for your paper and write them down. Check the corresponding checkbox for each one.

Task 4
Imagine that you are taking a class called “Plant and Animal Science”. For this class, you need to write a paper exploring the relationship between Genetics and another area of science. Use interface 2 and then interface 1 to find two possible topics for your paper and write them down. Find three articles and/or books for each topic. Check the corresponding checkbox for each one. Choose 2 authors on one of your topics and write them down for further exploration later on in the semester.
1. How familiar were you with the subject you were asked to find research for?

   Task 1:
   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very familiar

   Task 2:
   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very familiar

   Task 3:
   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very familiar

   Task 4:
   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very familiar

2. Overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use this system:

   System 1:
   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 strongly agree

   System 2:
   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 strongly agree

3. It was easy to learn to use this system:

   System 1:
   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 strongly agree

   System 2:
   - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 strongly agree

4. The system provided the search results needed to complete the task:

   System 1:
5. The organization of information on the system screens is clear:

   System 1:
   
   - 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  strongly agree

   System 2:
   
   - 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  strongly agree

6. I like using the interface of this system:

   System 1:
   
   - 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  strongly agree

   System 2:
   
   - 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  strongly agree

7. I understand the topic area and related research based on the information I received from the system:

   System 1:
   
   - 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  strongly agree

   System 2:
   
   - 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  strongly agree

8. Please provide any additional comments below:
APPENDIX 7. STUDY NOTES

User 1

Comment: Results do not show how they are cited

(limitation) User had to write topics freehand: took longer to complete tasks

Overwhelming use of “Field of study” facet and “Author”

(limitation) Comment: Desired to have the page navigation at the bottom

(limitation) Inaccurate spacing between words.

(limitation) No filter removal as it is present on Primo search. Forced the participant to use the “back”

Comment: Initially liked the radios but they were not giving him the drill down into a topic desired for deeper research of a topic.

Task 1 (I1):

Comment: How do I uncheck?

Used “Field of study” facet

Time: 4:20

Task 1 (I2):

Comment: How do I unfilter? - confused

Comment: “Field of study” disappeared – user confused

Time: 3:46

Task 2 (I1):

Could not find the appropriate “Field of study” facet but looked for it for awhile

Used primarily the search bar for new results

Likes the radio buttons: feels more like a filter rather than a set choice

Used the “Author” facet and the specified number of publication to select authors

In the end used “Field of study” successfully

Time: 12:17

Task 2 (I2):

Did not look at the facets in the beginning

When started using the facets as filters, used the “back” button on browser to return to previous state.

Repeated key-word search
Comment: How is it sorted? By citation? Assumes they are all credible sources.
Time: 7:28

Task 3 (I2):
Used facet “Field of study”
Used “back” to unfilter the result set
Time: 3:40

Task 3 (I1):
Used “Field of study” facet
Time: 01:47

Task 4 (I2):
Struggled with initial key-words
Used “Field of study” facet to find pages related to topic
Found looking at “Field of study” to help him decide on a topic
Used the same facet to find related articles
Used “back” to unfilter
Time: 9:30

Task 4(I1):
Used “Field of study” to inform a new key-word search
Continued with key-word searches: learned from the “Field of study” facet
Time: 5:33

User 2
(limitation) Spaces between words
(limitation) Filter results by language
(limitation) No feedback on what is filtered on I2: Primo shows “filters” for each facet selected
(limitation) No page nav at bottom
(limitation) No abstract available
(limitation) No citation points. No indication of how reputable an article is
Comment: Did not like how clicking on links makes the facets change (go away) - confusing
Comment: Liked the save later function
Comment: Likes Google Scholar's chaining to related articles
Comment: Interested in seeing how this could work with check boxes instead of radio
Task 1 (I2):
Used “Field of study” but did not like that results shifted and no easy way to return
No feedback on what is filtered – confusing; radio buttons show what is filtered
Used another key-word search inspired by facets “Field of study”
**Time:** 5:32

Task 1 (I1):
Played around a lot with the facets
Used facets “Field of study” and “Author”
**Time:** 5:20

Task 2 (I2):
Used key-word search to find articles
Used “Field of study” a lot to explore topics. Additionally used key-word in the hunt
**Time:** 9:00

Task 2 (I1):
key-word search + “Field of study”
**Time:** 4:38

Task 3 (I1):
Used “Field of study” to find the right topic
Used a combination of “Field of study” with key-word search to narrow results
**Time:** 3:47

Task 3 (I2):
Same
**Time:** 1:40

Task 4(I1):
Used “Field of study” to narrow results down. Tried different “Field of study” topics
**Time:** 5:40

Task (I2):
Drilled down “Field of study” facet
**Time:** 2:35

**User 3**
(limitation) Participant tried to select an “Author” facet together with “Field of study” to filter based on both.
(limitation) Titles not clickable, expected to be clickable

**Comment:** Author facet, helpful when picking author

Interface 2 better and considered the content to be better.

Prefers clicking on the words.

**Task 1 (I1):**

A lot of articles in different languages

Used only key-word search

**Time:** 1:30

**Task 1 (I2):**

Same

**Time:** 1:30

**Task 2 (I1):**

Used only key-word search in the beginning and ignored the facets

After several searches, discovered and started using “Field of study” which found very helpful

**Time:** 9:20

**Task 2 (I2):**

Used the drill down of facets to select topic

Noticed the change in “Authors” based on “Field of study” selection

Picked only the top authors from the “Author” facet for the author requirement of the task

**Time:** 9:30

**Task 3 (I2&I1):**

**Time:** 2:56

**Task 4 (I2):**

Used a combination of “Field of study” and key-word

**Comment:** The “Field of study” probably does not help span two topics but it narrows it down

**Time:** 4:16

**Task 4 (I1):**

Similar results

**Time:** 3:34
**User 4**

( limitation) Surprised the titles were not clickable

**Comment:** I don't know how to explore thing I know nothing about

The participant's key-word search was very much like sentence: used “and” and other connectors.

Likes Interface 2 more than 1

The radio buttons gave him more control and the ability to narrow down the results

**Comment:** The lack of knowledge on the subject frustrated the participant

**Task 1(I2):**

- Started with a long key-word search
- Refined it by another key-word search
- Surprised the titles were not clickable
- Kept referring only to the key-word search
- Used “back” and “forth” buttons to unfilter and bring the filter back

**Time:** 4:45

**Task 1(I1):**

- First time he tried the facets but quickly gave up

**Time:** 00:30

**Task 2(I2):**

- Used only key word search query
- User confused about what a topic is
- Kept referring only to the key word search box
- Refined the key word search

**Time:** 12:24

**Task 2(I1):**

- Started with key word search
- Discovered the facets and filtered the results but gave up on it

**Time:** 12:32

**Task 3(I1):**

- Used the “Field of study” facet

**Time:** 4:30

**Task 3 (I2):**
Kept referring mostly to the results and key-words only.

**Time:** 1:35

**Task 4 (I1):**
- Used the “Field of study” from the beginning
- Did not do much search for supporting articles

**Time:** 8:00

**Task 4 (I2):**
- Used key-word search and explored the facets just briefly

**Time:** 4:27

**User 5**

**For methodology:** The reason for an extensive task requirements for research is to try to simulate as much as possible a research challenge scenario where students are required to use journal article search engines.

( limitation) Participant expected titles to be clickable

**Comment:** where can I see my saved stuff?

**Comment:** Took awhile to figure out the facet navigation bar. I think it's because I was focused on the results and the tasks in the beginning and didn't explore the interface thoroughly.

**Task 1 (I1):**
- When using key-word search, participant used phrases and sentences including “and”
- Participant expected titles to be clickable
- Used only key-word search, ignored the facets

**Comment:** where can I see my saved stuff?
- Used paging navigation

**Time:** 2:30

**Task 1 (I2):**
- Ignored facets
- Used only key-word search, ignored the facets

**Time:** 2:30

**Task 2 (I1):**
- When using key-word search, participant used phrases and sentences including “and”
- Used only key-word search, ignored the facets
- Used an author from the first result
Kept referring only to the search box
For topics, only grabbed the paper titles
**Time:** 9:55

**Task 2 (I2):**
Kept referring only to the search box
Used the paging navigation
Did not seem to explore more of the content but chose the first available results
Kept referring only to the search box
**Time:** 6:50

**Task 3 (I2):**
Used only key-word search, ignored the facets
**Time:** 3:00

**Task 3 (I1):**
Discovered the facet navigation bar
Used the “Field of study” facet to narrow down topics and papers (used it numerous times)
**Time:** 2:34

**Task 4 (I2):**
Referred to “Field of study” facet after a key-word search
Used the “Field of study” facet to inform key-word decisions
Kept using the paper title as a topic
Used the “Field of study” facet to begin the search for the second topic instead of using key-word search
**Time:** 9:30

**Task 4 (I1):**
Used “Field of study” facet and paging navigation
Several explorations of the “Field of study” facet
**Time:** 5:31

**User 6**

**Comment:** Hard to find the next button, I thought it would be at the bottom

**Comment:** Would be helpful if one could search by author or collection (filter on the search box)
Comment: Expected the dynamic drop down result list similar to Google's when using the search bar

Comment: I want to use the “save” feature but it was not available for me

Task 1 (I2):
- Used paging navigation to view more results
- Did not use any of the facets
- Time: 2:45

Task 1 (I1):
- Used only key-word search
- Time: 2:24

Task 2 (I2):
- When using key-word search, participant used phrases and sentences including “and”
- Looked at the facets but did not use them
- Used only key-word search
- Used the author facet to select from a major author
- Selected author from the “Author” facet
- Time: 6:25

Task 2 (I1):
- Looked at the “Author” facet and tried to key-word search the author
  
  Comment: Would be helpful if one could search by author or collection (filter on the search box)

- Explored the “Field of study” facet and used it to inform key-word search refinement but this not click on any of the radios.
- Time: 7:37

Task 3 (I1 and I2):
- Used only key-word search
- Time: 0:49
- Time: 1:25

Task 4 (I1):
- Used the topic “Genetics” and the word “and” for a key-word search. Interesting
- Used the results to inform new key-word searches
- Ignored the facets
- Selected an author from one of the selected papers
Informed the key-word search by exploring the “Field of study” facet

**Time:** 6:56

**Task 4 (I2):**
- Explored the “Field of study” facet after initial key-word search.
- Selected one of the facets from “Field of study” related to the topic
- For topic 2, started the search by looking at the “Field of study” facet
- Conducted key-word search based on facet observation
- Drilled down into the “Field of study” facet generated by the key-word search

**Time:** 4:14

**User 7**

Completely ignored the facets:

- Thought the amount of sections in the faceted navigation was overwhelming. Also the amount of results next to each facet was overwhelming and she believed it would be inefficient to try to look through them.
- Hierarchically the results section was much stronger; it was more “in her face” and made her focus on it much more

Did not use the paging navigation to see more results

**Comment:** Doesn't do research often anymore. More visual than paper research

**Task 1 (I1):**
- When using key-word search, participant used phrases and sentences including “and”
- Uses the results to inform the topic
- Used only key-word search
- Submitted actual topics

**Time:** 3:12

**Task 1 (I2):**
- When using key-word search, participant used phrases and sentences including “and”
- Uses the results to inform the topic
- Used only key-word search
- Submitted actual topics

**Time:** 1:54

**Task 2 (I1):**
- Ignores the facets
Used only key-word search
Used only articles from the initial result set (no use of paging)
Did not try to refine the result set
**Time:** 7:20

**Task 2 (I2):**
- Ignores the facets
- Used only key-word search
- Used only articles from the initial result set (no use of paging)
- Did not try to refine the result set
**Time:** 5:09

**Task 3 (I2):**
- Used only key-word search
- Used only articles from the initial result set (no use of paging)
- **Comment:** Knew more about the topic so she did not rely on the results as much
**Time:** 1:05

**Task 3 (I1):**
- Used only key-word search
- Used only articles from the initial result set (no use of paging)
- **Comment:** Knew more about the topic so she did not rely on the results as much
**Time:** 1:08

**Task 4 (I2):**
- Used only key-word search
- **Comment:** Relied more on her personal knowledge for this topic
- Refined the key-word search
**Time:** 10:25

**Task 4 (I1):**
- Used only key-word search
- Looking at the search results for topic ideas
- Refined the key-word search several times
**Time:** 14:00
User 8

(limitation) Comment: no description of the article

Comment: Did not notice the paging navigation. Expected to see paging at the bottom. Did not use facets for filtering the results:

So accustomed to search engines that don't have navigation

When shown the dynamic vs regular faceted navigation, participant selected the former as her choice.

Task 1 (I2):

Used only key-word search

Time: 4:40

Task 1 (I1):

Used only key-word search

Time: 1:47

Task 2 (I2):

Referred only to the search box
Refined key-words based on results

Time: 7:52

Task 2 (I1):

Referred only to the search box
Refined key-words based on results
Used the “Author” facet to find authors

Time: 4:43

Task 3 (I1):

Used only key-word search
Ignored facets again
Kept refining the key-word search

Time: 2:42

Task 3 (I2):

Used only key-word search
Ignored facets again
Kept refining the key-word search
**Time**: 3:02

**Task 4 (I1):**
- Used only key-word search
- Ignored facets again
- Kept refining the key-word search
- Selected author from “Author” facet but did not start using the faceted navigation

**Time**: 5:30

**Task 4 (I2):**
- Used only key-word search
- Ignored facets again
- Kept refining the key-word search

**Time**: 2:18

**User 9**

*Note:* might not be exploring the interface because of the pressures that come from testing

*Note:* used phrases for searches (word + and + word)

*Comment:* Didn't find the faceted navigation helpful, seemed like it moved results away from the topic.

*Comment:* Did not use paging because of the lack of options within the page navigation (no results: 1-11). Didn't realize “next” means next page

**Task 1(I1):**
- Started the search with keywords
- Refined the search by keywords
- Refined the key word search based on results
- Only used first page results
  - Ignored facets

**Time**: 3:00

**Task 1(I2):**
- Key word search only
- Refined key word search based on results
- Looked only at 1st page results
  - Ignored facets
Time: 3:03

Task 2(I1):

- Started with key word search
- Noticed the facets and clicked on “Field of study” facet but didn't use it any further
- Refined the keyword search based on search results
- Selected papers only from the first page results
- Ignored facets for all aspects of the task

Time: 9:29

Task 2(I2):

- Used key-word search
- Refined the key-words several times
- Started using the “Field of study” facet to find more results
- Combination of key-words search and facet browsing but did not continue to use it
- Selected papers only from 1st page
- Selected authors only from the results
- Informed new key word searches by the results

Time: 7:46

Task 3(I2):

- Started with a new key word search
- Refined the key word search
- Used only key-word search

Time: 2:42

Task 3(I1):

- Started with key-word search
- Selected the topic based on the results received from the key-word search

Time: 1:49

Task 4(I2):

- Used only key words in beginning
- Refined key words based on results received
- Noticed the facets again:
  
  Comment: “Hmm, what is this?”

Time: 5:45
Task 4(I1):

- Used key word search only
- Refined key words based on results
- Selected papers only from the first results page
- Time: 4:30

**User 10**

Observation: User was very calm and took her time to explore the interface and the results.
Observation: Used commas to separate the key words
Observation: Did not use the paging navigation but she noticed it
Comment: Really enjoys research and found this study fun because there was no pressure
Comment: I noticed I'm getting better with it. Takes me less time to find resources. (learning)

Task 1 (I2):

- Started with key word search “Building safety measures”
- Refined the key words based on the results
- Looked at the “Field of study” facet
- Clicked “back” to return to the previous facet results
- Refined the key words again
- Explored the facets
  - Interesting: used commas to separate the key words
- Refined the key word search and clicked on a “Field of study” facet again
- Time: 7:51

Task 1(I1):

- Started with key word search but immediately started using the “Field of study” facet
- Kept on using the “Field of study” facet and explored the results
- Time: 5:04

Task 2(I2):

- Started with a key word search
- Next explored the “Field of study” facet
- Refined the results with “Field of study” facet
- Conducted new key word search
- Refined the key words again
Selected results from the results list
Did a new key word search
Selected a “Field of study” option and explored the results
Drilled down into the “Field of study” then explored the results
Used key word search (comma separated)
Selected another “Field of study” option
Selected “Resource type” facet option
**Time:** 15:37

**Task 2(I1):**

*Comment:* likes the radio buttons, likes clicking on them
Started with a key word search but immediately selected “Field of study”
Refined the key word search
Explored the facets again
Explored the “Field of study” facet and narrowed the results
Tried new key words and refined them based on resulting facets and search results
**Time:** 11:49

**Task 3(I1):**

Started with key word search
Immediately took advantage of the “Field of study” facet and selected an option
Used the “Resource type” facets to only view articles in the result set
Explored more of the “Resource type” and “Field of study” facets
Informed her choices of topics from the results
Continued selecting “Field of study” facet options
**Time:** 6:11

**Task 3(I2):**

Started with key word search
Explored the “Field of study” facet which informed her next key word search
Selected a “Field of study” facet option after refining the key words
Started with a key word search for the second topic
Immediately started exploring and selecting a “Field of study” facet option
**Time:** 4:38

**Task 4(I1):**
Starts with key words (comma separated)  
Immediately selected “Field of study” facet option to inform her topic  
For topic 1, initiated another key word search and found satisfying results  
Continued collecting papers by selecting “Field of study”  
For the second topic, started with key words  
Explored the “Field of study” facet  
Informed the topic from the results  
Selected several papers from the results set  
Explored more of the “Field of study” facet  
Tried new key words  
**Time**: 11:38

**Task 4(I2):**

Started with a wide topic range as key word: “genetics”  
Then explored the facets  
Informed a new key word search from “Field of study” facet  
After some consideration, decided she did not like the topic and tried a new key word search  
Selected articles from initial result set  
For topic 2, started with key words  
Informed the topic selection based on the result set  
Selected papers from the initial result set  
**Time**: 8:53

**User 11**

*Question/Comment:* Where would you expect to see the “saved” resources?  
   Somewhere around the top  
*Comment:* Typically would formulate the topic before finding the papers but since I am unfamiliar with the topic, I write the topic after finding papers.  
*Comment:* If he knew where the articles were saved and if they are saved, he would not copy and paste the results but find them later.  
*Comment:* expected to see breadcrumb-style navigation for I2  
*Comment:* Titles lose space between words (limitation)  
*Comment:* Add row striping when a save check is selected
Overall comments on system:
   
   Liked the linked navigation (traditional) better. Likes that the links don't give him an option but just drill down into the topic.

   The radio buttons made him feel limited. He was expecting to be able to combine check boxes instead of just selecting one option.

   Would have liked to see a breadcrumb or filter like that

**Task 1(I1):**

   Started with a key word search

   Used the **paging navigation** to see more of the results

   Used only the result set to inform the topics

   **Time:** 3:00

**Task 1(I2):**

   Started with key word search

   Explored the facets (“Field of study”) to narrow down the topic

   Used the “back” to unfilter the results

   Used the “Field of study” facet again to find second topic

   **Time:** 4:48

**Task 2(I1):**

   For topic 1, Started with key word search

   Used used “Resource type” facet to narrow down to articles only

   Used the paging navigation to move to the next part of the result set

   Realized “more” link reveals more of the facet collection

   Expected to find a way to get back to the saved results (limitation)

   For topic 2, started from home page with key words

   Narrowed down the results by resource and “Field of study”

   **Time:** 8:03

**Task 2(I2):**

   For topic 1, started from the home page with key words search

   Narrowed down the results by “Resource type” facet “article” and “Field of study”

   Selected papers from the result set

   Reversed the filtering of the results by using new key word search

   Chose another option from the “Field of study” option and drilled down into it
Time: 5:28

Task 3(I2):
- Started with key words search on the home page
- Filtered results using “Field of study” facet
- Informed topics from the result set
- Used paging navigation to explore more of the result set

Time: 3:30

Task 3(I1):
- Started the search from home page using key words
- Selected “Field of study” option
- Informed the topics from the results

Time: 2:18

Task 4(I2):
- For topic 1, started from the home page using key word search
- Used “Resource type” to narrow down to “books” only
- Selected the first 3 resources from the result set
- Formulated topic after finding papers
- For topic 2, started from home with key word search
- Narrowed down the result set by “Resource type” “articles”
- Selected articles from initial result set
- Refined the key word search

Time: 7:07

Task 4(I1):
- For topic 1, started from home page with key words search
- Selected “books” from “Resource type”
- Selected resources from filtered result set
- For topic 2, did a general search with only “genetics”
- Used the “Field of study” facet
  - Comment: I will do a general search and narrow it down
- Selected papers from the result set

Time: 4:03
User 12

Comment: I don't see the differences between these two interfaces

Comment: Interface 1 provided too broad categories, while Interface 2 was more specific and allowed her to drill into the categories

Comment: I learned while I went along

Overall comment on interaction: Liked the linked facet navigation (traditional) more. She prefers to click on links rather than radio buttons

Task 1(I2):

Started with key word search (comma separated)
Analyzed the article results
Noticed the facets and selected an option from “Field of study”
Time: 4:30

Task 1(I1):

Started with key word search
Analyzed the results and picked from the result set
Explored the facets and then the results
Time: 2:54

Task 2(I2):

For topic 1, started with key word search: “Balck Holes, Matter”
Analyzed the results
Selected “Field of study” option
Clicked the “back” button to unfilter
Submitted a key word search query again
Comment: Results are confusing, it is like being in a library
For topic 2, started with selecting one of the options from “Field of study” facet
Analyzed the results
Selected resources from the result set
Time: 18:39

Task 2(I1):

For topic 1, started with key word search: “Black Holes, Matter”
Picked topics from initial results
Used another key word search: “Gravitational wave astronomy”
Selected “Field of study” facet: “Gravitational waves”
Analyzed the results and picked an article and author
For topic 2, started with key word search: “Acceleration of particles by black holes”
Analyzed the results and picked articles from the result set

**Time:** 8:31

**Task 3(I1):**
For topic 1, started with key word search: “Energy, sustainability”
Refined the key word search: “Global energy, sustainability”
Analyzed the results and picked topics from the result set

**Time:** 4:45

**Task 3(I2):**
Started with key word search: “Global energy, sustainability”
Selected “Field of study” facet
Analyzed the results
Clicked the “back” button to return to the previous result set and facet options
Selected the “Collection” facet
Analyzed the results
Conducted another key word search: “Energy”
Explored the “Field of study” facet
Selected one of the facet options, explored the results, and picked topics

**Time:** 4:26

**Task 4(I1) – case study, detailed:**
Started with key word search: “Genetics and Animal Health”
Analyzed the results
Refined the key word search: “Genetics Animal Health”
Analyzed the results and picked topics
Selected “Animal genetics” from “Field of study” facet
Analyzed the results and picked papers
Selected “Health sciences” from “Field of study”
Selected an author “Smith, Rod” from “Author” facet
Analyzed the results and picked an article
Selected “News articles” from “Resource type” facet
For topic 2, started with key words search: “Genetics, Chemistry”
Selected “Chemistry” from “Field of study”
Analyzed the results
Selected “One File (Gale)” option from “Collection” facet
Analyzed the results
Selected “Articles” from “Resource type” facet
Analyzed the results

**Time**: 15:00

**Task 4(I2):**

For topic 1, started with key word search: “Genetics and computer science”
Analyzed the results
Selected “Computational Biology” from “Field of study” facet
Analyzed the results and picked both a topic and a paper
Refined the key words search: “Phylogenetic Analysis”
Analyzed the results, picked an article and an author
Clicked the “back” button to unfilter
Conducted another key word search: “Prokaryotic genes”
Analyzed the results and picked papers

**Time**: 7:51
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This is a research study. Please take your time in deciding if you would like to participate. Please feel free to ask questions at any time.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to assess and compare the usability of 2 journal article search interfaces. You are being invited to participate in this study because you are a student and have responded to the solicitation for participation. You should not participate if you are under the age of 18 and are not currently a student at ISU.

DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES
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There are no foreseeable risks at this time from participating in this study as compared to normal daily activity.
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If you decide to participate in this study there will be no direct benefit to you. It is hoped that the information gained in this study will benefit society by showing ways to improve library search interaction for journal article search and the overall experience of students. It may also show how to improve information retrieval of academic content.
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Records identifying participants will be kept confidential to the extent permitted by applicable laws and regulations and will not be made publicly available. However, federal government regulatory agencies auditing departments of Iowa State University, and the Institutional Review Board (a committee that reviews and approves human subject research studies) may inspect and/or copy your records for quality assurance and data analysis. These records may contain private information.

To ensure confidentiality to the extent permitted by law, the following measures will be taken: Only the principal investigator and co-investigator will have access to the data. Paper-based documents containing data from the research will be kept confidential in a locked filing cabinet, the video recordings, interview transcripts, and related data files will be kept as password protected computer files. The raw data and forms will be destroyed after it is transcribed and entered into a data management software. Participants’ true identity will be protected in all reports and/or publications by using pseudonyms and fictional aspects. If the results are published, your identity will remain confidential.
QUESTIONS OR PROBLEMS
You are encouraged to ask questions at any time during this study.

- For further information about the study contact Stefan Ganchev, 515-326-2305, sganchev@iastate.edu or Sunghyun Kang, shrkang@iastate.edu

- If you have any questions about the rights of research subjects or research-related injury, please contact the IRB Administrator, (515) 294-4566, IRB@iastate.edu, or Director, (515) 294-3115, Office for Responsible Research, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011.
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